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•■■·----- -■-•■■■-----■ ~-
If "learning by doing" is one of 

life's best educators, then "ap
preciating by working with'' must 
qualify as one of life's best learn
ing aids. Throughout the course of 
working on this issue, I have been 
astounded at the level of energy 
and insight our guest editors, Susan 
Brainerd and Joan Kuyper, have 
brought to this enterprise. They 
approach their writing and work 
not only from strong theoretical 
backgrounds but also from years 
of experience that have earned 
them respect in their fields. Thus, 
they integrate carefully and suc
cessfully two of life's strongest 
learning bases: study and action. 

It was quickly apparent to me 
that the invitation extended to 
these guest editors was well placed, 
for at the suggestion of the under
taking, they talked only of the op
portunities available in writing 
about volunteerism in the arts. 
With amazing speed, they set out 
to conceptualize how we would ap
proach this issue and what we 
would try to convey to you, the 
reader. Everyone knows that arts 
organizations depend on volun
teers to a tremendous extent. What 
is revealing in this special issue of 
The Journal of Arts Management 
and Law is the level of devoted 

4 

professionalism that now underlies 
volunteerism in our country. 

I do not mean in any way to be
little yesteryear's volunteers by 
contrast with today's, for what has 
gone before has created the infra
structure for the level of develop
ment we assume today. What I do 
note is the level of conscious, con
sistent devotion to finding the best 
ways to employ volunteers' talents 
and time. This is best highlighted 
by the remarks of our roundtable 
panelists, who brought to their dis
cussion practical wisdom that all 
artists, trustees, and staff members 
can apply in their working rela
tionships with volunteers. This is 
particularly important, since guid
ance in how to deal with people on 
the level of their motivation, skills, 
and talents as opposed to our needs 
and exigencies, our organizational 
gaps that need filling, is sadly lack
ing in much of our formal training. 

Such a perspective reminds me 
of the sound management advice 
to take a marketing perspective 
that deals with the need of the cus
tomer first, then with the necessi
ties of the business. Tailoring one's 
approach to the resources of the 
volunteer-to his or her interests 
and talent-and then showing re
spect for those human elements 
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Commentary 

through job descriptions, regular 
training, consultation, and evalua
tion will strengthen the volunteer 
activities of arts organizations 
more quickly than almost any other 
management practice. So much of 
good management is based in the 
type of common sense found here. 
Indeed, this special issue has a re
sounding level of common sense 
applied day in and day out by its 
editors, writers, and panelists. 

Thus, there is very little theory 
here that cannot be applied. In fact, 
the language throughout has an im
mediacy that connotes action-it 
exhorts the reader to try it out, use 
it, test it, and adapt it to his or her 
own needs. Like dough that invites 

Summer 1987 

the baker to handle and shape it, 
our contributors' articles and ob
servations challenge us to immerse 
ourselves in this great area of the 
'' American experiment.'' 

This is the nature of the inviting 
text you are about to read. By 
working with Susan Brainerd and 
Joan Kuyper, I have come to ap
preciate much more deeply the im
port of volunteerism in the arts. I 
cannot thank them enough for giv
ing me this opportunity to grow in 
appreciation and learning by work
ing with them. 

BRANN J. WRY 
Executive Editor 
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Introduction 

SUSAN BRAINERD and JOAN KUYPER 

Managers of arts organizations are seeking ways to compete success
fully for the time and energies of serious volunteers. As we devel

oped this special issue of The Journal of Arts Management and Law, we 
saw cultural volunteering today as a dynamic process similar to an imag
inary complex woven tapestry. One view of this tapestry shows us the 
colorful threads of unlimited opportunities for cultural volunteers. 

In this view of the tapestry, volunteers can participate as trustees or 
commissioners at executive levels, as consultants to help organizations 
solve special problems, as managers of other volunteers, as project chair
men and committee members, and as support staff. They can serve cul-

Susan Brainerd is director of volunteer services for the New York Philharmonic 
Society, where she manages the 365-member New York Philharmonic Volunteer 
Council. She is former executive director of the Federated Arts Council of Rich
mond, Inc. She served as coordinator for arts education for the state of New Jer
sey and as coordinator of the arts in education project for the Educational Im
provement Center in Princeton. Her recent consulting experience includes proj
ects for the Neopolitan Gallery in Richmond; Virginia Arts for the Handicapped; 
and the National Committee, Arts for the Handicapped. Joan Kuyper is director 
of volunteer services, Greater New York Chapter. March of Dimes Birth Defects 
Foundation. She is former director of the Bergen Museum of Art and Science in 
Paramus, New Jersey, and former managing director of Teaneck Artists Per
form, Teaneck, New Jersey. She has conducted training sessions on various 
aspects of volunteer management for VOLUNTEER, the National Center; Mu
seums Council of New Jersey; Northeast Museums Council; and the American 
Symphony Orchestra League. 
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tural organizations as advocates, policymakers, and fundraisers; in 
membership development, ticket and subscription sales, educational 
roles, public awareness and hospitality; and as clerical assistants. The 
volunteers may have widely varying professions and interests-they may 
be artists, financial experts, industrialists, homemakers, doctors, law
yers, or civic leaders. 

The tapestry becomes more complex when we realize that arts or
ganizations are interdependent in their needs for the skills of trained vol
unteers. A volunteer might serve as a committee chairman in one organi
zation and simultaneously serve on the boards of others. 

A historical perspective on the tapestry oi' cultural volunteering is 
provided by Joan Kuyper. Her article shows that the voluntary spirit of 
citizens in the new American democracy was unique. Founding and sup
porting museums, symphonies, historical societies, and libraries was nec
essary for those living in a democracy without the patronage of nobility. 
This historical view illuminates for arts managers both the democratic 
and class-conscious values of volunteers established over the centuries, 
leading ironically, but importantly, to the current social prestige derived 
from preferred board positions in major cultural organizations. 

A close-up view of executive-level volunteers is given by Brann Wry in 
his article, The Trustee: The Ultimate Volunteer. Trustees of private cul
tural institutions and commissioners of public funding agencies have the 
ultimate fiduciary and policymaking responsibilities for our cultural insti
tutions. When we realize that all across the United States these trustees and 
commissioners select the artistic directors and executive managers of our 
cultural institutions and collectively influence the socio-economic and polit
ical climate, we see both extraordinary democracy and power at work. 

Effective methods for recruiting and training trustees to orient them 
to the business of their nonprofit organizations are discussed by both 
Brann Wry and our experts in the roundtable discussion on cultural vol
unteers. These articles also address topics such as appropriate insurance 
and legal advice for trustees, and their responsibilities for overseeing the 
planning and program management for the service volunteer associations 
in their organizations. 

In our imaginary tapestry, a superior volunteer program is not only 
dependent upon an exceptional performing or visual arts program but 
also upon planning and support from the board and senior management. 
In the present buyers' market for volunteers, with more positions availa
ble than volunteers to fill them, arts managers must find ways to moti
vate volunteers with well-structured volunteer programs and challenging 
assignments. Attention to the motivation and management of service 
volunteer programs is given in the roundtable and in articles by Susan 
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Introduction 

Brainerd and Susan Ellis. A study of the New York Philharmonic's Vol
unteer Council gives in-depth information which demonstrates that, al
though professionalism has come late to volunteer management in the 
arts, current practices for recruiting, training, and motivating volunteers 
are sophisticated and finely tuned to the nature of individual cultural or
ganizations and their respective pools of volunteers. Thus, the New York 
Philharmonic' s Volunteer Council is a model for motivating socially 
prominent volunteers through a combination of professional employ
ment practices and recognition of their accomplishments by senior man
agement and the board. 

Built into this entire dynamic process of cultural volunteering is the 
ever-present need for evaluation, both to collect information that will in
form our future decisions and to recognize properly the specific contri
butions made by volunteers. Susan Ellis provides both the rationales and 
techniques for evaluation of volunteer programs in her article, Evalua
tion of Volunteer Efforts. 

Throughout this issue, arts managers will encounter essential discus
sions of staff and volunteer relationships which demonstrate that suc
cessful programs are the result of participatory leadership styles that give 
volunteers a voice in planning and pride in the artistic and cultural con
tributions of their organizations. It is ultimately clear that volunteers are 
essential to both the "soul" and the financial success of cultural organi
zations. They provide a person-to-person two-way communication with 
the public, and they contribute uncountable millions of dollars in time, 
energy, good will, and hard work. To reap these rewards, professional 
management of volunteer activities is necessary for and within the grasp 
of today's arts managers. 

Summer 1987 9 



Cultural Volunteer Program 
History in the United States: 

Where Does Your Organization Fit? 

JOAN KUYPER 

Since colonial days, foreign visitors have commented on the extraordinary im
pulse of Americans to form voluntary groups and invent governmental institu
tions to serve common purposes. Out of that impulse has come an astonishing 
variety of American volunteer efforts. . . . Taken together, these efforts con
stitute a vitally important part of our national life. 1 

America's voluntary spirit has produced a variety of cultural organi
zations that serve many segments of society. These organizations 

cover all forms of artistic and literary expression-from the traditional 
to the experimental-and provide educational institutions that teach the 
public about the arts. The development of the American democratic 
system has been unique in establishing a society that allows citizens to 
choose where they will volunteer. Volunteers in the early colonial period 
organized private cultural associations, but these existed to serve the 

Joan Kuyper is the director of volunteer services for the greater New York chap
ter of the March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation. She has served as a trainer 
in cultural volunteerism for VOLUNTEER, Museums Council of New Jersey, 
Northeast Museums Council, and the American Symphony Orchestra League. 

© Copyright 1987 Joan Kuyper. All Rights Reserved. 
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public. This unique community focus in the arts and other democratic in
stitutions directly contrasts with European cultural activity, which was 
organized about patronage of the nobility, and the church, which sup
ported artistic production for a select group of the upper classes. 

Volunteers in the United States have been the key to the vast growth 
of cultural activity. They have served as workers, patrons, governing 
board members, performers, chief executives, impresarios, and liaisons 
to funding and influence. Volunteers have not only been responsible for 
founding most of the cultural organizations in this country but have 
worked to ensure their survival. Research into the history of cultural 
organizations from colonial times has shown that each group began as an 
idea of a committed volunteer or group of volunteers. It was not until 
well into the twentieth century that cultural organizations began to utilize 
professional management. 2 

FOUR TYPES OF CULTURAL VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS 

During the history of cultural voluntary activity in the United 
States, four distinct types of organizations have emerged: (1) private 
associations for public trust, (2) social reform -organizations, (3) com
munity arts groups, and (4) artist-run organizations. These types are not 
treated in chronological order but are distinguished primarily by the 
basic sets of rationales that have motivated volunteers during the history 
of cultural volunteering. These rationales, in turn, have greatly influ
enced the organizational structure and style of the particular organiza
tions stemming from them. 

Understanding the historical roots and development of each set of 
rationales will assist modern cultural managers and volunteers to employ 
volunteers more productively in their own organizations. While some 
current organizations are structured around one set of rationales, it is· 
more common for each organization's voluntary activity to have charac
teristics of more than one rationale. Various groups within the organiza
tion can be organized about their own rationale. For example, board
level volunteers could be organized as a private association while, at the 
same time, the staff-support volunteers may work to serve a community 
need. It is important that today's managers recognize these internal dif
ferences within their organizations before planning a volunteer program 
in order to take advantage of the multiple types of motivation available. 
It would be counterproductive, for example, to change a successful and 
unified volunteer program based upon the private association format 
into a structure based upon social change. 

12 Vol. 17, No. 2 
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Private Association for Public Trust 

The private association for public trust was chosen as the first exam
ple to explore because it predated the other types in the United States. 
This rationale established the structure within which the boards of direc
tors of the major successful cultural institutions function today. The 
three types that follow evolved in opposition or as alternatives to the first 
structure. Presenting this model first provides a basis for understanding 
how and why the other examples developed. 

European Beginnings 

The private association for public trust can be traced back to co
lonial times in America and further into the historical setting of 
Renaissance Europe in the fifteenth century. Volunteers in these organi
zations also exemplify a family heritage of volunteering that can be com
pared to the responsibility European noblemen and churchmen felt 
toward supporting the production of art. In France, this patronage of the 
nobility was organized by law in 1673 when crafts were mandated under 
guilds. The artist's status in guilds also affected his place in society. 

There also was a very carefully worked out hierarchy among the profes
sions. . . . In Paris, the six corps, namely, the haberdashers, drapers, 
grocers, goldsmiths, money-changers, and furriers, constituted an aris
tocracy. In matters of middle-class protocol and in processions, quarrels 
over precedence occurred as frequently and were as bitter as those at the 
King's chapel between dukes, cardinals, and foreign princes. Moving up a 
place did not merely satisfy one's vanity, it also was a step up in society. 

The French Guild not only controlled the production of art for the 
nobility, it provided dependable support for the artist. Most European 
countries followed this example, except Holland. Here, there had been 
governmental change brought on by the Dutch Calvinist Reformation. 
Society was ruled by a wealthy merchant class influenced by puritanic 
Christianity. 4 Common man was not ruled by a nobility but by God in 
both his personal life and his vocation. Calvin explains God's calling. 

Lastly, it is to be remarked that the Lord commands every one of us, in all 
the actions of life, to regard his vocation .... Therefore, to prevent univer
sal confusion being produced by our folly and temerity, he has appointed to 
all their particular duties in different spheres of life. And that no one might 
rashly transgress the limits prescribed, he has styled such spheres of life 
"vocation" or "callings." Every individual's line of life, therefore, is, as it 
were, a post assigned by the Lord, that he may not wander about in uncer
tainty all his days. s 

Man was to follow God's dictates in all work in which he participated. 
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This following of God's law also prescribed that he do good works to 
better the lives of those less fortunate. Editor John T. McNeill, in an in
troduction of John Calvin's writings in On the Christian Faith, com
ments on the apparent conflict between taking credit for us and the exer
cise of good works for the benefit of all. 

Strangely, it might seem, this theology that makes so much of the in
itiative of God and denies all merit to man's works is linked with an ethical 
doctrine of active and enterprising service to the Church and the human 
community. 6 

Dutch puritanism strictly influenced art production. Although the 
artist was free to paint what he wished, the only art actively purchased in
cluded portraits of the merchant's family or landscapes to decorate his 
home. With no guild to support his work, the artist for the first time had 
to accept outside employment. Dealers began to represent him and sell 
his work. Art sales were predicated on the conservative nature of the sub
jects because, under religious law and by community consensus, experi
mental art was sinful. 7 

American Colonial Associations 

In the American colonial period, those who migrated to the colonies 
came either from a background in which patronage was the responsibility 
of the nobility or from the free enterprise system of Dutch Calvinism. 
They also were transported to a new country that was a loose conf edera
tion of communities. Because communities frequently existed before 
governmental structure, a responsibility developed to each other for the 
good of all. Americans began to think differently about the general soci
ety, its government, and the relationship of the individual to each. Daniel 
J. Boorstin, in The Decline of Radicalism, explains the societal change 
that took place in American voluntarism. 

While Europe was everywhere cluttered with obsolete political machinery, 
in America purposes usually preceded machinery. In Europe, it was more 
usual for the voluntary activities of groups to grow up in the interstices of 
government agencies. In America, more often the voluntary collaborative ac
tivities of members of a community were there first, and it was government 
that came into the interstices. Thus, while Americans acquired a wholesome 
respect for the force of the community organized into governments, they 
tended to feel toward it neither awe, nor reverence, nor terror .... Americans 
tend to think of government as their servant and not their master.8 

This mix of responsibility for patronage of art, puritanic Christian 
calling, and the individual's responsibility for community influenced the 
way the arts developed in America based upon the private association for 
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public trust type. Acceptable cultural activity in America was dominated 
by Calvinist religious philosophy. It dictated which arts were approved 
by the public and which were sinful. Cotton Mather (1663-1728) sup
ported the voluntarism of individuals as part of the Protestant ''work 
ethic." He recognized poverty as a "sin" and expounded upon Christian 
"calling" as a way to control the evils of society.9 

Theatre suffered in many colonies as sinful entertainment. The first 
recorded theatre performance was in Accomac, Virginia (1655). The 
play, Ye Bare and Ye Cubb, so aroused the public that performers were 
thrown in jail. Similar experiences occurred to actors in other colonies.10 

Literary arts, fine arts, natural history museums, and libraries 
escaped the prejudice directed toward theatre. Participation in these ac
cepted art forms became the mark of a gentleman of social distinction in 
colonial America. Benjamin Franklin personified the first American 
volunteers when he implemented Cotton Mather's ideological position 
by founding a large number of charitable and cultural organizations in 
Philadelphia, including America's first library (1731), the American 
Philosophical Society (1743), and the Academy of Philadelphia (1749). 
The Academy was the first American institution to sponsor social science 
and natural science research and subsequently became the University of 
Pennsylvania. Franklin had a fine reputation for his fundraising 
methods for these causes, and his techniques are still in use by fund
raisers to encourage individual philanthropy. 11 

By the 1750s, participation in charitable and cultural organizations 
was noted by the community as part of the reputation of a gentleman. 
Those organizations that were accepted by society as "correct" for 
volunteering were dictated by the lingering influence of Protestant Chris
tianity. These two arbiters set gentlemen apart from the rest of the popu
lation. We see this influence linger today as certain art forms, including 
literary and museums, are well funded and supported by the upper 
classes while others, like theatre, continue to be attended predominantly 
by middle classes and struggle for funding support. 

Another crucial structural relationship that began in the colonies 
and has continued today is the relationship between artists and business
men on governing boards. The Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts was 
originally founded by a mixed group of artists and businessmen. After 
frequent quarrels between artists and others on the board along with 
several reorganizations, a new board structure was formulated. This time 
the board was composed primarily of leading Philadelphia citizens. The 
organization became stable, raised sustaining funds, sponsored exhibits, 
built a permanent collection, and started an art school. Only two art
ists-Charles Wilson Peale and William Rush-remained on the board. 12 
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This management solution-a board composed of very few artists 
and a majority of leading citizens-became the model for cultural organ
izations that is followed by many today. Michael Burt, in Palaces for the 
People, comments upon the longevity of the Pennsylvania Academy, 
which still exists today because it separated the roles of artists and board 
members at an early point. 13 

... [A] board member may not have a knowledge of art, but more impor
tant, he must be of a distinguished family or have achieved prominence in 
political circles to be a board member. Even though he may have differences 
with difficult artists or have to manufacture an interest in Art, his duty serv
ing a cultural association advanced his personal reputation. 14 

The New Republic 

After the American Revolution, constitutional freedoms em
powered citizens to participate in voluntary activity in a democratic 
society and gave rise to a new rationale for volunteering-"civic duty" 
from the dominant Christian "calling" of the colonial period. After 
several decades of evolution, the Baron de Tocqueville of France visited 
the United States in 1830 and observed the burgeoning number of volun
tary organizations.15 De Tocqueville wrote that Americans' service to 
associations strengthened the democratic way of life and the "civic char
acter'' of the individual. 16 He remarked upon how Americans cooperated 
to improve their social condition, express opinions on all sides of an 
issue, and pressure the government for change or influence of public 
opinion. The fabric of associations lent purpose to men's lives beyond 
themselves, attracted individuals to groups to volunteer for a common 
cause, and allowed opposing viewpoints to be voiced. Prerequisites to the 
fertile field in which voluntary associations developed were a free press 
and the right to organize without government restriction. 17 

One of the first associations established for the visual arts that clearly 
fits de Tocqueville's observations was the American Academy in New 
York, founded by Colonel John Trumbull (1756-1843). This association 
gathered a documented permanent art collection for exhibition. Its or
ganization used methodology that is still employed by professional cu
rators for collections management in museums. Members were artists 
and gentlemen of distinction. This private club or association became 
one of the city's centers of social life.18 

Another example of a cultural type of private association central to 
the life of the community was the athenaeum, or circulating library. 
Here, gentlemen came to read and play chess. Some, like the one in 
Boston, also exhibited art. 19 When the Wadsworth Athenaeum opened in 
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Hartford in 1844, it contained a Young Men's Institute, a reading room, 
a Connecticut historical society, and a gallery to display its art 
collection. 20 

In New York, the civic-duty rationale for volunteering led to the 
founding of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. The idea was generated by 
two private associations that were prominent men's clubs-the Union, 
founded in 1836, and the Century in 1847. The two associations organized 
a group of volunteers into a ''Committee of Fifty.'' The group consisted 
of individuals of equivalent, but not the highest, social standing, includ
ing community leaders, businessmen, professionals, politicians, educa
tors, and clergy. Most were descendents of New England families who 
had made their fortunes before the Civil War. They also were members 
of city social reform and political associations that opposed the corrup
tive policies of the current "Boss" Tweed city governmental administra
tion. Most had fine libraries of their own and collected art. The noted 
orator William Cullen Bryant, a member of the Union, delivered a 
famous speech in 1863 that opposed the corrupt political influence of 
"Boss" Tweed. He proposed erecting a museum or "public gallery" 
where the morality of the people could be elevated by contact with art, 
collectors could will their art, and artists could study. He concluded that 
the project would raise the reputation of America in the world 
community. 21 

The "Committee of Fifty" organized to build the museum under the 
leadership of John Jay. By 1869, a board was formed; it consisted of an 
''extremely homogene~us and rather special group'' of men of ''respect
able but seldom prestigious family background. " 22 The influence of 
these volunteers and their experiences in clubs on the early structuring of 
administrative policy for the Metropolitan cannot be discounted. The 
group of artists and the socially prominent with an appreciation for art 
possessed the foresight to provide a basic structure that served as a model 
for all American museums. The Metropolitan was founded to be a true 
museum, unlike the public galleries of Europe, which exhibited priceless 
objects for their own value with no educational policy. The foremost ob
jective of the Metropolitan was to be educational. Activities to promote 
this objective included fine and decorative art exhibitions, loaned ex
hibits, public education, and lectures. 23 This museum policy is used today 
by the Internal Revenue Service to judge suitability for not-for-profit 
status and by the American Association of Museums to assess a 
museum's worthiness for accreditation. 24 

The rationales of Protestant work ethic and civic duty were the domi
nating reasons people volunteered during the colonial period through the 
Jacksonian era (1492-1836) and on to the end of the Civil War in 1865. 
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Since most major organizations rely on traditionalism, these rationales are 
operative today among those who volunteer in them. 25 

Voluntarism in Private Associations Formats Today 

The private associations for public trust today are usually the major 
cultural organizations around which the upper-class society of a par
ticular city revolves. They attract the community leaders to their boards 
and are well funded by business and industry, individuals, and govern
ment. They have fewer problems recruiting volunteers than other organi
zations because they are the places to be seen. Those who volunteer are 
usually connected with the power structure of the city and have high in
come levels. 

The volunteer program in such organizations is highly structured 
and has its own tradition. Sometimes there is a hierarchy of volunteer 
groups within the organization. For instance, at the top of a symphony 
orchestra is the society (another name for the board). Other volunteer 
groups in the organization often include the junior volunteers, the 
women's committee, and the volunteer council, which encompasses rep
resentatives from each volunteer group. The volunteer progresses 
through various levels of volunteer project management to a position on 
the volunteer council. After many years' experience, a valued volunteer 
may be chosen for a board position.26 

Boards of these organizations are considered the premiere places to 
volunteer. Michael Burt, in Palaces for the People, explores the history 
of museums. In his section on the Philadelphia Academy, he notes, "An 
organization is known not so much by function but by the board it keeps . 
. . . [s]ome cease to function-others keep going because of prestigious 
boards.' '27 

These organizations are the elite of cultural groups. They attract not 
only those in positions of authority but those who are in control of the 
economic and political life of the city. In extending their leadership in
fluence into cultural areas, these individuals are motivated by noblesse 
oblige, the hope for extended power in another arena, feelings of civic 
obligation, and the recognition that can be gained from influence in 
another area of the community. 28 The volunteers in positions of leader
ship also may reap hidden or self-interest benefits when they own art or 
act as a sponsor in an organization that educates the public in the art 
field; subsequently, their own art collections increase in value.29 

Who are these urban elite who wield power in the community? Ac
cording to E. Digby Baltzell in his book Philadelphia Gentlemen, they 
are conservative and live within their means; they never speak of the cost 
of their possessions, nor do they mention their net worth. They work 
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long hours and have a great sense of obligation to serve the community. 
They are "tradition or inner-directed rather than other-directed. " 30 

The world of urban leadership is insulated and dictated by these his
torical traditions. A set of customs, respect for the group, and a sense of 
society separate the elite from the majority of the population. The world 
of the private club, private school, and shared social values dictates ac
ceptable activities of which participation in cultural and charitable 
organizations is the :foremost social arbiter. 

Upper-class occupations and areas of interest have included business, 
law, architecture, museum directorship, publishing, medicine, art collec
ting, and artist. 31 Because an occupation in cultural professions seldom 
allows the person involved to earn a living, successful artists or volun
teers for arts organizations traditionally have had to be supported by 
outside incomes. Baltzell states that in Philadelphia, over 70 percent of 
upper-class women listed in Who's Who gave as their occupation artist, 
author, or civic worker. 32 

The high social level of those involved in cultural management 
prevented professionalism until the mid-twentieth century. Baltzell 
claims that the upper classes distrust professionalism and narrow educa
tion and favor a wide liberal education in literature and the arts. He 
states that upper-class ritual and reverence of tradition directly contrast 
with the ideals of the rest of the population, which has discarded family 
history and is forward looking, futuristic, and professional.33 This ex
plains why volunteers in major organizations are unlikely to be im
pressed by professionals or executives and tend to rely on their own 
knowledge or education. For the person who has recently achieved 
upper-class status, the first step to social acceptance is volunteering for 
cultural and charitable programs. Working on committees and giving 
donations to such organizations will result in social invitations in higher 
society and eventual full acceptance. 34 

Planning a Volunteer Program in a Private Association 

Organizing a volunteer program within a cultural agency of long 
tradition requires a director of volunteers who is a secure professional. 
Solid research time should be spent planning the program. The manager 
must be willing to collaborate within the power structure, enabling key 
volunteers to do the planning rather than allowing his or her ego to domi
nate the process. 

Volunteers from the highest board level should plan volunteer policy 
and structure the program. In major agencies, broad guidelines are set 
for the volunteer program. The program supports professional staff but 
has its own social structure. Roles of both volunteers and staff are clearly 
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defined and separate. Work is done in the volunteer office, not in staff 
offices. Because of the connections these high-level volunteers have with 
city leaders, the volunteer organization tends to have high success and 
visibility within the community and in the press. Major volunteer pro
grams have waiting lists for positions and do not have to recruit quality 
volunteers. 

When planning a program. within a private-association structure, it 
is counterproductive to attempt to change the strata of society from 
which volunteers are recruited-the upper classes-and to influx the 
social system with community people from lower social strata. One of 
two things will happen as a result. Either the long-term volunteers will 
gradually become inactive, or the new volunteers will not feel welcome 
because they will not have the background or financial means to fit into 
the social structure. This underlines the need for a time of careful evalua
tion and planning prior to recruitment. The planners must recognize the 
segments of volunteers they wish to attract and understand the basic or
ganizational structure that will work within the informal social system. 35 

POPULIST TYPES OF VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS 

The next three cultural models-social reform, community arts, and 
artist-run-are considered populist voluntary movements because they 
developed in reaction to the private association. (Populist is defined here 
as involving increased participation by the people.) These organizations 
were founded to serve the need of the middle and lower classes of society 
to perform and interact with art. Early organizational planning came 
from the middle class. Although wealthy philanthropists and other ruling 
classes are mentioned in this section, it is important to realize that these 
are self-made men who were not born to wealth but emerged from the 
middle class. 

In his writings, social commentator G. William Dormhoff explains 
major political movements from the Civil War to the present. To under
stand the setting in which populist cultural organizations were founded, 
it is necessary to explore briefly social changes during these periods. 

The social reform movement developed during the period after the 
Civil War when the "civic duty" rationale was changed by the social 
gospel movement. There was no longer a sharply defined ruling class. In 
C. Wright Mills and the Power Elite, Dormhoff claims that "economic 
power" was centered in "economic institutions. " 36 The ruling class in 
this period consisted of the wealthy industrialists of the Industrial 
Revolution. These persons gave their money to charitable and cultural 
activities to help change the ills of society. The era lasted through either 
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the New Deal (according to Mills) or the McKinley Administration (ac
cording to Reisman). 37 The reformist rationale reappeared briefly 
through the WPA arts projects of the 1930s and the CETA and LEAP 
Federal Employment Programs of the 1970s. 

During the 1930s, "veto" groups or rule by coalitions rather than by 
unified power groups became commonplace.38 Although the community 
arts movement began early in the twentieth century, it blossomed in the 
thirties and again after World War II. Citizens throughout the United 
States founded community arts councils, community choruses, and com
munity theatres so they could share in cultural activities. The important 
core of this movement was the empowerment of the average citizen to 
participate. 

The final era Dormhoff discusses is World War 11-1970, in which 
war is the primary concern. Power is shared by corporations, govern
ment, and the military. The protest organizations in the cultural com
munity are the artist-run organizations. The artists' cooperatives and 
artist-run performing companies are centers of protests against war, the 
problems of society, and traditional art. 39 Alternative and nontraditional 
cultural organizations tend to remain separate from society. 

Each of the populist types of cultural organizations-social reform, 
community arts, and artist-run-will be explored in detail. Each type is 
considered as a pure form, but the arts manager may find characteristics 
of each model in many cultural organizations today. 

Social Reformist Organizations 

The Contributions of Industrialists 

The social reformist cultural organization differs from the other 
models in its primary mission-to address social ills in the community by 
increasing individual participation in the arts. It may be centered in a 
social service organization, such as a settlement house, or take the form 
of a traveling theatre playing to Cajun Mississippi Delta residents. The 
difference in social reform volunteering is the commitment not only to 
the specific cultural activity but to the goal of changing problems in 
society through interaction with the arts. 

Historically, social reform began in the era of the major private phi
lanthropists after men from the middle classes made great fortunes during 
the Industrial Revolution. Andrew Carnegie, who made his money in steel, 
gave impetus to the reform movement in his celebrated essay, The Gospel 
of Wealth (1889), in which he disputed the heretofore-existing philos
ophy of giving time and money as a "religious duty" and called philan
thropy a "social obligation." Carnegie felt that he had been chosen to 
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collect wealth and use it to benefit "the public interest." He researched 
charities and gave to those he felt to be the most deserving; notable gifts 
were to free public libraries for "building and equipment." In turn, the 
townships in which these libraries were located donated land and main
tained the property. Through this method, he founded 1,946 libraries in 
the United States and 816 in the United Kingdom and Canada.40 

John D. Rockefeller was motivated by a combination of religious 
duty, evangelical reform, and democratic responsibility. Between 1889 
and 1937, he gave 10 percent of his earnings to religious causes, the 
Y.M.C.A., and the University of Chicago. Contributions during his life
time totaled $531 million. 41 

During this era, there was a great upsurge in public education for all. 
Civic leaders supported schools and libraries for everyone. These institu
tions became the centers for social life in the community. Volunteerism 
changed its rationale into a "fusion of the reform objectives of political 
liberals with the spirit and rhetoric of Protestant Evangelicalism.' '42 

Religious fervor seized the nation. Organizations such as the 
Women's Christian Temperance Union lobbied against the abuse of 
alcohol and other corruptive elements thought to bring about the ills of 
society. 

The change from "civic duty" to "social reform" as a rationale for 
volunteering was based upon the tenet that the individual volunteer was 
elevated ethically and the nation was transformed spiritually. 43 By par
ticipation, the innate amoral character of the person was suppressed and 
his Christian character strengthened. Today, this justification is used by 
the Moral Majority and other evangelical organizations. 44 

Always tempered by a Democratic idealism, religious rationales 
never separated from the system to cause radical social change. A popu
lar belief during the late nineteenth-early twentieth centuries was that 
volunteering was the price paid for living in a free society. This demo
cratic principle led wealthy philanthropists to give generously of their 
time and money to charitable causes. 

At first, these wealthy individuals were the volunteers. They decided 
who should receive their donations and managed all the funds. The in
dustrialists soon became overwhelmed by the administration of their 
wealth and placed it in foundations to be distributed by professional 
staff (Carnegie in 1911 and Rockefeller in 1913). The foundations gave 
millions of dollars to charities in the form of grants. 45 

The foundation movement and the political atmosphere for social 
reform changed charitable giving from being the domain of the wealthy 
upper class to that of the middle-class industrial wealth. Philanthropy no 
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longer consisted mainly of private one-to-one donations, but it became 
public and provided broader community participation in cultural activity. 

The Ford Foundation took an even greater role in promoting region
alization and local participation during the community arts movement of 
the 1950s. 46 Its funding of regional theatre, dance, and other activities 
allowed these art forms for the first time to put down roots and expand 
in local communities. 

America owes a great debt not only to the upper classes but also to 
the wealthy industrialists of the social reform era. Without the vision of 
these early volunteers, we would have no major arts institutions. 

Women's Cultural Reform Contributions 
In the 1890s-early twentieth century, it was acceptable for men of 

the upper and middle classes to participate in political and reform 
associations as volunteers. Their wives and daughters, however, were not 
welcome in these associations. Thus, women volunteered for charitable 
and cultural organizations. 47 

In such organizations, upper-class women found a means of recog
nition and a way of maintaining their social status. In The Higher 
Circles: The Governing Class in America, Dormhoff claims that women 
of the upper class are ''fashion leaders, patrons of culture, directors of 
social welfare, and the sustainers of the upper class as a social class. " 48 

He goes on to say that they support the social institutions that maintain the 
society, set ''social and cultural standards for the rest of the population,'' 
and establish our "involvement in welfare movements" to better the gen
eral society.49 They soften the business-oriented views of their husbands. 

Mary Harriman, daughter of wealthy railroad millionaire and phi
lanthropist E. H. Harriman, decided to form an organization of ''debu
tantes for community work." She and several others formed the Junior 
League for the Promotion of Settlement Movements in 1901 and chose the 
College Settlement House on Rivington Street in New York's Lower East 
Side as their first project. In March 1902, the League's first annual report 
stated that the art committee had taught classes on "drawing, designing, 
and modeling,'' and the music committee had begun a music school. 50 

The League utilized cultural activities to brighten the lives of the 
poor in settlement houses. They used their connections as arbiters of 
social need to document working conditions of the lower classes and to 
change laws through the power and influence of their husbands and 
fathers. By the tum of the century, there were many college-educated 
women who had time to volunteer. Their experience in gathering social 
data and bringing the results of their research to their husbands who had 
the power to make changes in government and industry was crucial. 51 
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These early experiences of the Junior League teaching cultural pro
grams at Rivington House Settlement were not as successful as had been 
hoped. The women soon realized that their backgrounds and education 
were lacking in the field of social work. They began to attend lectures by 
Jane Addams, founder of Hull House in Chicago, and John Dewey at 
the New School of Social Philanthropy (later the New School for Social 
Research). 

These Junior League Settlement projects were the first documented 
evidence of voluntary art and cultural activity used as social reform. 
League programs later expanded into other settlements, hospitals, and 
health care associations. 52 

Dormhoff comments on the role of settlement houses and the role of 
women. He notes that women of the upper classes live in a "world apart 
from those without wealth.' ' 53 He goes on to say that ''settlement houses 
provided meaningful work for idealistic scions in their late teens and 
early twenties and for concerned young adults who wanted to do some
thing significant with their considerable education." The settlement 
houses also served as "hope for leaders and other levels of the popula
tion" and as a "meeting ground for leaders in upper and working 
classes. " 54 This period marked the beginning of social work as a profes
sion. Dormhoff claims that social work is a "middle-class profession 
created by members of the upper class.' '55 

In the 1920s, the settlement house movement became less popular 
with the League and its volunteers. They found the problems too great 
for their resources. They moved to ''Carnegie libraries, playgrounds, city 
museums. " 56 (Further contributions of the Junior League will be dis
cussed under The Community Arts Organization.) 

Adult Education as a Rationale for Volunteering 

John Dewey, the inspiration for League social programs, was im
portant in the social reform movement throughout the twentieth century. 
The social reformists now had three rationales for volunteering-civic 
duty, evangelical Christian responsibility, and adult education. Between 
1910 and 1930, Dewey combined these three rationales as essential in de
veloping the political character of citizens and educating them to volun
teer in public activities. Those who were pluralists also felt that participa
tion in voluntary activity resulted in a broad sharing of political power by 
''a wide range of independent organizations.''s 7 

Dewey felt that participation in cultural, religious, and social 
organizations required ethical and moral judgments. 58 He theorized that 
joint participation in voluntary activity produces "consequences" that 
are different from those resulting from isolated behavior. These conse-
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quences affect publics beyond those persons immediately participating in 
the decisionmaking, often resulting in a change in conditions. 59 Dewey 
justified participation in voluntary associations as a necessary part of 
adult education. 

After feminists of the 1970s criticized volunteering as unpaid work, 
the adult education rationale was utilized in place of other rationales to 
recruit volunteers. The adult education appeal to women centered on 
volunteering for re-entry to the job market, learning new skills, or chang
ing jobs. Today, the appeal of this rationale is how the volunteer himself 
can develop through volunteering. 

Federally Funded Social Reform 
Two other periods in the twentieth century can be linked to the 

social reform cultural movement. The first is the WPA arts projects of 
the 1930s; the second is the Federal Employment Programs of the Great 
Society-CET A and LEAP-of the 1960s and 1970s, respectively. 

These programs differ from those of earlier social reform eras 
because government funding entered the social reform arena. Until 
Roosevelt's New Deal Administration of the 1930s, funding for charity 
and cultural activities had come from private sources. Now government 
provided money for the employment of artists. 

The Work Progress Administration (WPA) was approved by Con
gress in 1935. Although funding for cultural programs did not nearly 
equal that of social programs, many creative forms flourished as never 
before. Public visual art as well as theatrical and liter~ work of con
siderable significance were created by WPA projects in communities 
throughout the United States. 

Volunteers played a vital role in the success of WPA. In order for a 
community to be eligible for sponsorship of a WPA project, sponsoring 
organizations had to prove that they had volunteer support. Voluntary 
boards of peers were set up to judge the suitability of candidates for arts 
projects, and the quality of work produced was high. 60 

Participation in WPA projects gave artists both a dependable living 
and a freedom to experiment with their work that they had never experi
enced. Many examples of public art stand today as monuments to the 
success of WPA. Over 10,000 drawings, paintings, and sculpted works 
were produced, and many public buildings (especially post offices) were 
decorated with murals. Theatres presented highly praised productions, 
and there were an average of 4,000 musical performances per month. A 
writers' project produced a series of guidebooks to geographic areas in 
all states that is utilized by travelers today. 

Volunteers became concerned when the government threatened to 
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cut off WPA funding at the end of 1939. Some WPA work became 
political and anti-government in tone, especially drama. The United 
States Congress became alarmed by the content of plays; it charged that 
production costs were too high, that commercial theatres were given too 
much competition by government funding for theatre, and that the pro
ductions had blacks and whites on stage together. 61 Congress voted arts 
projects out of WPA funding, even though the action was protested by 
such voluntary organizations as the Advertising Club of New York, the 
Junior League, Business and Professional Women's Clubs, National 
Arts Club, settlement houses, Town Hall Club, many private social agen
cies, and labor and civic organizations. 62 

Volunteers became advocates for cultural activity, a new social 
reform role. The political tide was against their success at this time; at a 
later time, however, volunteers had more impact lobbying the govern
ment to continue arts funding. 

Federal programs similar to WPA were developed during the Great 
Society years of the late 1960s and the 1970s. Some CETA and LEAP 
programs were social change projects in which cultural organizations 
became involved. Many new cultural organizations were formed in re
sponse to these programs. These groups were staffed with office support 
personnel and performing artists paid by the federal programs. Other com
munity arts organizations used the programs for full-time office people to 
replace a rapidly dwindling core of volunteers. When one person's funding 
ran out, he or she was replaced by another CET A or LEAP person rather 
than the organization raising funds to support the staff position. When 
CET A and LEAP were discontinued by Congress in the early 1980s, many 
community arts organizations had to cut back their programs. Some pro
grams ended because they failed to attract volunteer support and funding 
from the community to maintain their operations. 

Although large-scale federal funding can free the artist to create and 
experiment, the voluntary support system must first be in place to ensure 
continuity and community support. In other words, government support 
is weak without a volunteer structure. 63 

Social Reform Distinction 

The social reform cultural type differs from the other organizational 
types in its philosophy that the production of art is equal or in some cases 
secondary to the social change it is expected to produce. This organiza
tional type is primarily targeted to relieve unemployment, educational in
adequacy, and cultural insufficiency in the lower and middle classes. It 
generally appears in times of economic stress. Within the organization, 
people exhibit high commitment to and are brought together by the 
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social cause. This is different from volunteers in the other types of 
organizations who donate their time for reasons of civic duty or to be in
volved in the production of art. 

Volunteers are attracted to social reform organizations because of 
their commitment to change the ills of society. Today, the organizations 
closest to the pure social reform models are those of artists against 
nuclear war. 

The Community Arts Organization 

The community arts organization is the most prevalent populist 
model of cultural activity in the United States. It sprang from the desire 
of town leaders to bring the best educational and cultural activity to their 
towns. 

In the history of various rationales for volunteering and the result
ant cultural movements, inspiration often began fifty or more years 
before the explosion of the idea. For example, the ideas of Dewey and 
Elizabeth Hull in the 1880s resulted in social work as a profession in the 
1930s. Sometimes rationales are revived as society and economics change 
the voluntary movement in different historical periods. Also, popular 
movements and rationales overlap in the same eras, with different people 
volunteering for a variety of reasons. 

The community arts model is an example of development over dec
ades. Its beginning can be traced to the Lyceum period (1826-1939) when 
township leaders established a system of public schools. Public libraries pro
liferated around the turn of the century as a result of funding from Rocke
feller and Astor. Libraries continue to sponsor cultural programs today. 

The Chautauqua movement (1874-1925) was the first recorded pure 
community arts movement. Funded by wealthy industrialists, it blos
somed to a total of 12,000 participating towns by 1924. Originating as an 
artist's colony in New York state, the movement sponsored perform
ances, literary readings, and circuit theatre. Local community leaders 
recruited volunteer support groups for the activities. Although the qual
ity of performance was not always dependable, ordinary citizens had the 
opportunity to volunteer and interact with artists in their own towns. 64 

The Chautauqua movement ''changed the attitudes of rural Amer
ica. " 65 From this time forward, the populist movement was associated 
with the community or grass roots, which denotes both its origins and 
source of support. Here, everyone could sing or play or paint, including 
those without arts training. Community arts were viewed as amateur, 
while arts in the major cities became thought of as professional. 

Established cultural institutions tended to be located in the urban in
dustrial centers on the East and West coasts. Artists generally flock to urban 
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areas because of their diversity and the existence of major institutions. 
The rural areas in mid-America thus have had difficulty sustaining the 
major institutions or artistic quality found in cities. Artistic preference 
therefore has been city over rural, coastal over heartland, and urban art
ists over rural artists. 66 The community arts movement has suffered from 
this feeling that its quality is viewed as inferior, and difficulties in obtain
ing funding also have resulted. 

Community Arts Characteristics 

In The Community Arts Council Movement, Nina Gibans claims 
that until the 1920s "community arts" was not a distinct term. Rather, 
organizations were referred to as "community symphony ... community 
theatre . . . or community chorus.' '67 These organizations were formed 
by volunteers who wanted to participate in amateur arts activities. The 
conductor or artistic administrator might be paid, but everyone else was 
a volunteer. These organizations began in the early twentieth century and 
served a white middle- or upper-middle-class public. 68 

Such organizations were characterized by their grass roots quality, 
local or neighborhood audiences, and the opportunity for the average 
person to participate. Most groups were concerned first of all with the 
performance; little time was taken with planning or establishing organi
zational structure. Organizations were operated out of living rooms, 
rented space, or borrowed offices. 69 

Following its settlement house and social work experiences, the 
Junior League of America entered the cultural community arts move
ment. It became the foremost presenting organization for children's 
theatre and actively fostered urban historic preservation. The League's 
planning and coordination systems learned from social agencies became 
the format for community arts councils throughout the United States. 70 

Virginia Lee Comer of the National Junior League staff (now the 
Association of Junior Leagues) worked with the network of local volun
teer community leagues to organize cultural activities. She noted in her 
landmark study, The Arts and Our Town, that community arts organiza
tions often do not understand the inner workings of their locality. This is 
true of artists, educators, and both the professional and volunteer 
managers of the organizations. 

The artist also is unable to assess the community, make an educated 
evaluation of its resources, and be effective within community param
eters. Comer says that artists frequently do not possess the ability to 
market their products and achieve public visibility. She contends that 
success in the arts is dependent upon a symbiotic relationship between 
the community and the professional artist within the cultural organiza-
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tion. Inferior communication and poor understanding of how the arts 
relate to the community result in failed programs and friction between 
artists and the organizations. 

Comer's study also noted that individual arts agencies often exist in 
vacuums that they create themselves. She contends that interaction be
tween cultural groups in the community is vital not only for artistic 
growth but for sharing technical skills and resources such as financing, 
program planning, audience development, and public education. She 
concludes that future professional arts administrators should have the 
skill to analyze community resources and "understand their professional 
relationship to it [the community]." The professional should be able to 
pass on to the volunteer his or her organizational skills and techniques 
for planning the long-term development of the organization.71 

Despite over thirty years of progress since Virginia Lee Comer artic
ulated many innate problems of community arts organizational manage
ment, some of these problems still exist today. In a 1980 study, the Na
tional Endowment for the Arts listed the following. 

. . . a too narrow funding base; regular cash flow crisis; insufficient money 
for fundraising, staff, promotion, or audience development; a board with
out fundraising skills or access to funding sources; underpaid artists and 
overworked administrative staff; and a rudimentary financial system that 
hinders cost control and planning. 72 

Given the numerous problems of community arts agencies, it is a 
miracle that they continue to survive. Some are able to enlist a committed 
group of volunteers and organize them effectively enough to continue to 
perform their services. Community cultural organizations often have 
limited paid staff; thus, volunteers perform all services including board, 
staff, and artistic functions. Volunteers may serve multiple roles, and 
problems can arise if they become confused at any one time as to which 
role they are playing. For instance, the board member of a museum who 
also serves as curator of the art exhibit is part of the ruling body of the 
organization. Problems may develop when he is wearing his board
member "hat" while doing staff work under the paid director. The ad
ministration, board, and executive director must work to define separate 
roles and responsibilities for staff and volunteers to avoid overlap of 
duties and resulting friction. The model for volunteers in community 
organizations involves volunteers serving in staff positions rather than in 
separate membership organizations. This is necessary because lack of 
funding results in few staff to carry on operational activity. 73 

In The Community Arts Council Movement, Nina Gibans discusses 
how strong leadership roles and responsibilities must be structured. She 
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suggests locating volunteer board members who will give priority to the 
whole organization's work, not just to individual projects. Board roles 
can be written in job-description form so potential candidates will under
stand the commitment and responsibility a board appointment entails. A 
position as volunteer does not always involve financial support. Some
times it means giving time on committees and working for the organiza
tion. In organizations where there are only a few paid employees, de
pendable and committed volunteers are vital. The test of organizational 
survival is transference of the spirit of voluntary commitment to the next 
generation. 74 

Artist-Run Organizations 

After World War II, populist cultural organizations grew and 
multiplied. These new organizations were more closely tied to the artist 
and the creation of art than the previous models. In The Emerging Arts, 
Joan Jeffri defines this new type of organization as 

. . . highly individualized, small, local groups . . . that sought to provide 
alternatives to both the profit and not-for-profit worlds-groups that com
pose what I call the needs of their artists with flexibility and inventiveness, 
and the not-so-distant past . . . [l]eaders tenaciously pursued their goals 
against tremendous odds-they were unknown, they often did nontradi
tional work, and they had little support and less money. Nevertheless, they 
persevered. 75 

Off-off Broadway theatres were an example of this movement. 
Directors and artists collaborated out of artistic need. Those who had 
founded the organizations created a family-like atmosphere, contributed 
time and money, and helped the actors and crew make ends meet by dip
ping into ticket receipts. Actors' Equity and other unions did not levy full 
dues on members who worked in these theatres. Performances were held in 
a variety of unconventional spaces, including lofts and churches. Jeffri 
claims that this movement had a long heritage, with its roots in the past. 

Their predecessors can be found in Salon de Refuses of the mid 1800s, the 
Armory Show of 1913, in Off-Broadway and regional theatre, in coopera
tive galleries of the 1950s, on New York's Tenth Street, and in independent 
pioneers like Ruth St. Denis, Ted Shawn, and Martha Graham-people and 
places committed to providing alternatives for the creation and production 
of work.76 

These groups were largely supported by volunteers and were rooted 
in an individual artistic style. They resisted outside influences that could 
have any impact upon their artistic and creative freedom. When founda-
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tions and the government offered badly needed money, some chose to 
close their doors rather than compromise their principles to meet the 
standards required by these agencies. 77 

Another emerging group in the 1960s and early 1970s was the 
Women's Movement. During its peak, women began their own perform
ing groups, galleries, literary magazines, and other organizations. The 
voluntary sector was changed as feminist organizations attacked the use 
of volunteers as an exploitation of women. 78 The National Organization 
of Women held its fifth national conference in 1971 during which a land
mark report was delivered by its Task Force on Voluntarism. In the 
report, two types of volunteering were differentiated. ''Traditional or 
service-oriented" volunteerism was characterized as a detriment to the 
status of women. In contrast, ''political or change-oriented'' volunteer
ing was said to empower women, leading them into positions of decision
making on social, political, and economic issues. The latter was highly 
favored in the report. 79 As a result, many women resigned as volunteers. 

Managing a volunteer program in an artist-run organization re
quires a commitment to the artist or the individual artistic style. In
dividual artists often do not tend to be interested in organizational 
business. The volunteer structure that seems to work best in such organi
zations is that of a separate social group. Administrative work is handled 
by volunteers with an advisory committee of artists serving as the artistic 
voice. This structure relieves artists of administrative duties and allows 
them time to create art. Some organizations also carefully recruit artists 
who are trained in administration to serve on boards so the artists' view
points are heard in organizational policymaking. 80 

Although they are among the most creative and future-oriented arts 
organizations, too often critics fail to take artist-run galleries seriously 
and avoid reviewing them. In the performing arts as well, artist-run or
ganizations tend to be the most experimental and avant garde. Such 
groups have difficulty attracting traditional sources of money for sup
port. In short, artist-run organizations are characterized by difficulty of 
funding, a small public audience, experimental artistic creation, and in
ternal competition. 81 

Artist-run organizations have frequently been on the cutting edge of 
social commentary. During the 1960s, street theatre was utilized to protest 
the Viet Nam War. One of the most recent examples of artists' protest 
groups is seen in the organizations of artists against nuclear war. Through
out history, artists have sensed impending political change, protested 
against the ruling classes, and presented performances to raise the con
sciousness of the masses. Their social commentary has not been popular 
with traditional organizations or the establishment. Artist-run organiza-
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tions, therefore, have had difficulty attracting community volunteers and 
traditional sources of funding. Theirs is a struggle for survival. 82 

CONCLUSION 

Where do your organization and its volunteers fit in these historical 
types? Many highly trained administrators of cultural programs fail to 
function within their organizations because of a lack of understanding, 
both of these informal rationales, goals, and values, and of traditional 
ways the business of the organization has been carried on successfully by 
its volunteers. Organizations are governed by perception, and many 
times the executive fails to recognize these informal bases of power. It is 
not that professionals are not qualified in their management skills, but 
that too often the "people factor" was not a part of their training. Look
ing at why the volunteer is giving time and trying to serve that inner need 
for recognition can help the manager to promote more effectively the 
functioning of the organization. Likewise, it is counterproductive to try 
to change the basic set of informal rules by which the volunteers function 
without support from organizational leadership. A private association 
cannot be changed overnight to a community arts organization. Recog
nizing these unwritten rationales concerning why groups and individuals 
volunteer will not always solve day-to-day problems, but it will help the 
manager observe his or her volunteers as distinct people with goals, 
values, and talents-all of which are needed by the organization to suc
ceed today. 
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The Trustee: 
The Ultimate Volunteer 

BRANN J. WRY 

The nonprofit tax-exempt corporation is unique to the United States 
of America and has evolved over many years to meet the needs of 

our nation's charitable endeavors. This evolution has not been easy for arts 
organizations, since they typically reflect an immeasurable amount of hu
man energy attempting to promote artistic vision while still working within 
the standards established by state and federal laws for corporate practice. 

At the heart of arts organizations, artists find themselves ''in busi
ness.'' Being there, they are subject to all the developments of law and 
business practice in the nonprofit corporate sector. This gives rise to a 
number of realities artists must deal with in order to institutionalize their 
work and gain broad community support for it. Artists must learn to 
navigate in the environment of nonprofit corporations, which continu
ally rely upon volunteers, to assure their work reaches the public. 

The sometimes complex nonprofit corporate milieu demands an in
trepid person who is the creation of lawmakers, the helpmate of artists, 
and the helmsman of the arts organization. Enter the trustee-a volun-
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teer who has identified with the activities of an arts organization and 
decided to give time, thought, work, and frequently personal fortune to 
support the artistic endeavor. This article will address some of the con
cerns that face trustees in fulfilling their voluntarily assumed respon
sibilities to lead, manage, and regenerate arts institutions. 

I call this person the ''ultimate volunteer'' for three reasons. First, 
the trustee of a nonprofit true-exempt arts organization is the final refer
ent for business decisions made by the corporation. Second, the trustee 
commits himself to keeping the mission of the endeavor alive and rele
vant to current societal needs. Third, the trustee sets the tone and am
bience for the whole organization. 

In all these areas, the trustee fulfills two roles-decisionmaker and 
leader. These are management roles the trustee assumes upon joining the 
arts endeavor. Recruitment and orientation should clearly stress these 
functions to new trustees; ongoing trustee evaluation should reaffirm 
them for those continuing. 

It is well established that trustees are responsible for the manage
ment of a nonprofit corporation. 1 The trustee is the usual incorporator 
of the fledgling business, even though the artist gives that undertaking its 
meaning and principal work. Boards of trustees direct the finances of the 
organization, hire chief executives, plan and evaluate budgets, and ac
count to the public for what the corporation is doing. An invitation to 
join a nonprofit arts institution's board carries with it the knowledge that 
the work involved will demand time, energy, and expertise, for the 
hurdles of trusteeship are easily the match of the accomplishments. 

Trustees are an important operational arm of nonprofit organiza
tion.;. 2 They differ from the ordinary corporate director because of their 
heightened involvement with administration. Nonprofit trustees are stra
tegically located between the business affairs of an endeavor and the com
munity needs of the public. It is hyperbole to say that they are the voice of 
the community, but in a real sense they are the community's link to the ar
tistic business of the endeavor. Their guidance of the undertaking reflects 
to some degree the corporation's community base. More important, how
ever, the quality of that guidance can make or break artistic goals. 

Even though trustees frequently function as an organization's opera
tional arm, they exist primarily as evaluators and controllers of the arts 
organization's progress. The "purpose of having trustees with specific ex
pertise is not to encourage encroachment on day-to-day activities that are 
the staff's responsibility but to provide a monitoring capability for the 
board.' '3 Evaluating the arts endeavor may be the least noted of trustee 
duties, but it is the most important and difficult, for too frequently in any 
business, management focuses on reaching short-term objectives. 
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Jonathan Cook of the Support Center in Washington, D.C., uses a 
helpful schema4 to delineate between board and staff functions-be
tween evaluation and control on the one hand and operating on the 
other. Its substance is included in Table 1 as an aid to analyzing a board's 
fulfillment of its trustee responsibilities. 

The activities on the left delineate the duties of trustees. As an 
organization matures, trustees do less of the administrative work in the 
second column and more of the governance activity on the left. If this is 
not the case, the organization may experience turbulence arising from a 
confusion of functions and displacement of efforts. Volunteers and staff 
face the challenge of dividing, assigning, and monitoring responsibility 
as the business grows. 

In sharing the management of an arts business, trustees and staff 
should note that in this century, as opposed to last, there is much greater 
sensitivity to the weight of responsibility one assumes-both in the 
trustee's perception and the public's view. Living in a litigious era has in
creased the perceived burden of trusteeship. Developments in manage
ment expertise and technological support also contribute to the necessity 
for today's volunteer to approach trusteeship with a heightened sense of 
professionalism. The past twenty years' developments in arts governance 
have built an illusory contradiction into the system: the volunteer trustee 
must become more professional at his ''spare-time'' cultural activity. 
While many volunteers are professional at trusteeship, the apparent con
tradiction raises concerns for the selection, orientation, training, and 
output of the volunteer trustee. 

TABLE 1.-Board and Staff Functions. 

Board Functions 

Governing 
Advising 
Advocating 
Authorizing 
Developing trustees 
Hiring/firing CEO and 

artistic director 
Planning 
Funding 
Evaluation and control 
Accounting to public 
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Staff Functions 

Managing 
Strategizing 
Marketing 
Publicizing 
Training 
Hiring/firing supervising 

staff 
Preparing plans, budgets, etc. 
Fundraising 
Informing the board 
Preparing reports 
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Too often, voluntary governance work is viewed as a nonbusiness 
activity, a spare-time pursuit that does not come to the level of gravity or 
immediacy attributed to one's livelihood activity. Overtones of pleasure, 
prestige, and public service imputed to trusteeship should not over
shadow the very real fact that an artist who has institutionalized his or 
her work in the nonprofit tax-exempt system has called upon trustees to 
work intently in a business whose product is art. It is no less serious an 
undertaking than any other business activity, even though it may be more 
interesting and enjoyable. 

The trustee, along with artistic leadership, also has the ultimate 
responsibility for keeping the mission of the organization alive and well. 
The embodiment of that mission is certainly in the artistic work of the 
organization, but its characterization, planning, and care fall within the 
range of trustee responsibilities. Trustees' work includes hiring the ar
tistic director, finding the right chief executive officer to work with the 
artists, and planning to meet changing times. A volunteer joining an arts 
organization's board will have to plot strategy as well as give advice, 
espouse mission as well as formulate it, and reflect organizational energy 
as well as absorb it. 

It is ultimately the trustee to whom artists, staff, and volunteers 
look for the tone and quality of the organization. Admittedly the artist 
sets the creative pace and describes the vision for artistic product, but his 
or her business partners include managers, trustees, and service volun
teers. Since people constitute organizations, it is common to look to final 
decisionmakers for the integrity and determination needed to give the 
organization its ongoing sense of purpose. What is needed are very deter
mined individuals who believe in the shared vision of the organization 
and will voluntarily give time and resources to achieve it. 

Alexis de Tocqueville marveled at Americans' energy for getting 
neighbors involved in worthwhile projects. This energy has continued 
throughout the present century, and there is no reason to think it will 
abate appreciably in the future. 

Trustee's Relationship to Mission 

When one ponders what will fire peoples' imaginations and move 
them to do great things, one is searching for an essential ideal character
ized by planners as the ''mission'' of an endeavor. The mission is that 
overall purpose for which the organization was founded. The mission 
statement articulates the authentic heart of the organization and attracts 
volunteers and staff to the undertaking on a basis of shared ideals and 
social beliefs. 
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I like to think of trustees as "guardians of the constitution" (or mis
sion), a concept I first noted in the late E. F. Schumacher's Small is 
Beautiful. s There is a dynamism here, despite the romantic overtones, 
that places the trustee directly at the nexus of the organization's vision 
and its realization for society. This characterization also implies the 
value one associates with mission-Le., its power to bind the endeavor to
gether philosophically. The actual mission of the organization is its treas
ure, its constitutional hermeneutic, something worth volunteering for. 

A trustee should be passionate for the organization's purposes. A 
kind of trusteeship, or invitation to it, that says one has to do very little 
to fulfill his or her responsibility is unacceptable. A guardian is as 
vigilant and nurturing as a parent and brings to this volunteer effort 
discretion and discipline in reviewing intended plans, programs, budgets, 
and campaigns. 

Even so, there is a tremendous range in the number of hours trustees 
spend working for their organizations. That range depends to a great ex
tent on the identification with the organization's mission and the use of 
trustees' skills. "Studies have shown that the range of trustee activity 
goes from two hours per month to one hundred hours per month .... In 
the study of the Episcopalian Social Services, it was found that the 
average active board member spent about ten to fifteen hours per month 
on the organization; others spent merely two to four hours monthly, at 
the board meeting.' '6 Clearly there is no eleemosynary endeavor that 
does not have its share of doers and fellow travelers. Thus, it is most im
portant that any arts organization search for individuals who under
stand, appreciate, and support its mission, for that is the forging bond 
from which the quality of all trustee action flows. 

Selection of Trustees 

Finding the ultimate volunteer-a person who has time coupled with 
belief-is not an easy task. Identifying the right trustee involves many 
hours of searching, accompanied in many cases by hours spent in ex
planation and persuasion. The stereotypical "search" based on an 
assumption that a potential volunteer ''would make a fine contribution'' 
simply will not suffice in this age of heightened sensitivity. 

Thus, every board of trustees must establish a nominating commit
tee charged with a year-round recruitment effort.' Many authors make 
this recommendation, since a nominating committee is concerned with 
more than naming individuals to the board. Its primary responsibility is 
regeneration of the board to fulfill present plans by recruiting and train
ing skilled human resources. 
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From the viewpoints of motivation, experience, and understanding, 
the busiest trustees should be those assigned to recruitment, for they are 
the most apt to reflect accurately and espouse effectively the organiza
tion's mission. They are likely to find people like themselves who identify 
with the corporation's purpose. Their heightened involvement also in
dicates that they care enough about the organization to want to see it 
prosper even after their own tenures. Finally, their high level of activity 
puts them in a position to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses among 
the trustees and discern where new trustees would best fit. In this light, 
the nominating committee serves as the board development committee. 8 

It is the keystone committee, for it deals with the generation of the 
organization's most important resource: ultimate volunteers. 

A year-round, ongoing board development effort involves a number 
of tasks. First, the committee must approach trustee positions as any 
firm approaches its personnel function. It should regularly plot and cor
relate the strengths of its board members. In doing this, the committee 
must take a functional approach to assessing the organization's needs. 
An organization needs planning, financial direction, budget control, 
fundraising, and the like, in order to function in the business world. 
Therefore, the nominating committee must address how these functions 
will be fulfilled through people. Frequently too much energy is displaced 
into efforts to find the right person at the wrong time or at the last moment. 

It is standard management practice to address the question of per
sonnel by using a system of job descriptions that describes the type of 
skilled people needed to fulfill the functions necessary to operate a 
business. Unfortunately this is not a standard practice among boards of 
trustees. 

As a process, board regeneration should work backward from mis
sion, to long- and short-term objectives, to skills needed to fulfill those 
objectives, to trustee job descriptions, to people in the community who 
are likely to identify strongly with the organization's mission and are 
able to fulfill those descriptions. With this as part of the nominating 
committee's workflow, a very different approach to board development 
from that typically used by many arts organizations would develop. Vol
unteers would become likely candidates for trusteeship on the basis of 
what they know or can do, not necessarily on the basis of who they know 
or the scope of their personal financial resources. The latter become 
favorable factors instead of overriding considerations. As factors only, 
they open the recruitment discussion to people who are likely to achieve 
organizational objectives because their strengths are tapped. 

Taking a job description approach to recruitment is preferable to a 
semi-contractual approach, which some boards have adopted in recent 
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years. A job description approach directs the nominating committee's at
tention to the skills needed to fulfill short- and long-term objectives. 
Having a potential trustee sign an agreement has more to do with binding 
persons to an organization than with getting work done. A thorough 
board development process should overcome the need to make a trustee 
sign a contract. 

Authors Conrad and Glenn take trustee development a needed step 
further when they suggest a recruitment process that delineates strongly 
between recruitment and orientation. 9 Recruitment is the process after 
skills identification, job description, and people identification when a 
delegate from the arts organization goes into the community to convince 
prospective trustees that the organization has a worthwhile mission and 
goals, is viable and exciting to work with, and will enhance the volun
teers' range of activities. At this point, the delegate from the organiza
tion must be a persuasive salesman. He or she is making no commitment 
to nominate but is testing for match and interest. Should any prospective 
trustees be interested in making a commitment, they then go on to the 
orientation process. The recruitment phase acquaints the volunteers with 
the organization, while the orientation phase tells them how the organi
zation does what it does. 10 After prospective trustees have been through 
both phases, they are ready for a commitment to the organization. 
Equally important, the arts organization is ready to commit to them. 

Admittedly, such a process demands discipline on the part of the 
nominating committee and the board. It means that much preliminary 
time is spent in the board's personnel function, in searching for the right 
people, and in teaching them through meetings with officers and chief 
staff how the organization works. The yield in deployable new trustee ac
tivity, however, is potentially enormous. 

Training 
Following the orientation process, assuming a commitment is made 

and the new volunteer is elected to trusteeship, the nominating commit
tee, chair, trustees, and chief staff know enough about the new trustee to 
make a correct committee assignment. Because of initial training, the 
new trustee is ready to function as an informed member of the board. 
The selection and training efforts have yielded the reward of placing a 
qualified ultimate volunteer ready to work. 

In the present era of increased corporate sensitivity, this effort 
becomes a crucial element in fulfilling trustee responsibility. Trustees 
shudder at the thought of court action to review trustee activity, but such 
scrutiny is not unknown. In Stern v. Lucy Webb Hayes Training School 
for Deaconesses and Missionaries (the "Sibley Hospital" case), the 
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United States District Court in Washington, D.C., after making a 
thorough review of standards for trustee action in light of some hap
hazard handling of the hospital's investments by trustees for many years, 
required "present and future" trustees for five years following the opin
ion to read the court's opinion and certify, by written memorandum or 
notation in the board's minutes, that they had done so.11 In fact, the 
court exhibited a deep "task orientation," for it specified that the opin
ion should be read "within two weeks" of its rendering or of the time a 
new trustee came on board. 12 The Sibley Hospital case admittedly deals 
with grave accusations of trustee negligence and conflict of interest in 
handling hospital funds. It bears reading, however, because it represents 
a situation where a court has actually instructed a board of trustees on 
orientation with respect to handling its organization's funds. Through 
reading the case, a new Sibley trustee should get an eye-opening view of 
the hospital's financial management history. 

Stern serves as a good illustration of society's awareness that 
trustees should be trained to the job. Trustees' responsibility to train 
themselves constitutes only part of the ultimate volunteer's duties. An 
answerability to all volunteers of an organization stems from trusteeship. 
Trustees should recognize this responsibility more readily because they, 
too, are volunteers. 

A board of trustees should carefully review every aspect of volunteer 
activity to see where communication can be improved, support of volun
teers can be increased, insurance coverage for volunteers' actions on 
behalf of the corporation may be necessary, and recognition is warranted 
and due. Ultimate volunteers must realize from their own contributions 
that the efforts of the organization will stumble without adequate liaison 
between themselves and other volunteers. In addition, trustees should 
seek advice of counsel on the legal relationship the organization has with 
its volunteers so that questions of liability and indemnity coverage will be 
addressed in favor of the volunteer. It is particularly important that 
trustees regularly monitor the quality and progress of volunteer opera
tions, since service volunteers are so frequently closely aligned with 
delivery of the arts organization's services. 

Legal Status of the Trustee 
Today's trustee is rightly concerned about potential consequences of 

assuming volunteer management responsibility in the arts. In most 
states, the trustee is like any director of a corporation, 13 except that in the 
nonprofit tax-exempt setting, this director has no equity interest and fre
quently governs an organization that has considerably fewer resources 
than it needs. 14 As to standard of care, however, in fulfilling respon-
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sibilities to the organization and public, the corporate director is held to 
exercising ordinary and reasonable care in the performance of duties.15 If 
directors are held to the "ordinary care" standard, whether in banking, 16 

in hospitals, 17 or in arts organizations, 18 one must question why there is 
currently such frenzied concern among directors and trustees over 
assuming governance positions. 

Need for Indemnification of Trustees 

Because of the weight of responsibility of trusteeship and the poten
tial expense trustees may incur in defending their decisions and actions, it 
is important to find some way to indemnify trustees for their actions 
taken in good faith and with reasonable care. In view of a history and 
climate that favor citizens' assuming public responsibility, it is ironic that 
it has become increasingly difficult to insure companies and directors 
against their own actions. "Director and Officer" (D&O) insurance has 
increased in cost as much as tenfold in some cases between 1985 and 
1986.19 Available indemnification insurance may not nearly cover a 
director's potential loss, so potential directors are avoiding board mem
bership. In the words of one for-profit director, "I talked to my counsel, 
and he said that the odds against my being sued were probably 70-30, but 
I had to decide whether it was worth that risk of losing my fortune. I'm 
68 years old, and it wouldn't be easy for me to make a new fortune. " 20 

Nonprofit trustees are not involved in the same type of corporate deci
sions that give rise to so much of the litigation in this area-e.g., cor
porate takeovers-but in many cases trustees have the same achievement 
profiles as the corporate director. Cultural organizations and for-profit 
corporations are drawing on the same pool of qualified personnel, and 
that pool fears the expense connected with litigation, even though no 
liability may ever be assessed. 

Indemnification of trustees should be a practice of any board if it is 
to hold their allegiance. One must always inquire, however, as to the 
scope of indemnifiable acts, the circumstances giving rise to indemnifica
tion, and the limit a board may place on it. A state incorporation statute 
may allow or require indemnification but still require a determination by 
one's board that the asserted indemnifiable action meets the appropriate 
standard of care.21 Prosecuting one's rights beyond an unfavorable 
board determination would be an added expense for an unindemnified 
trustee.22 Actually, the most worrisome factor in the area of potential 
liability is the expense of defense more than the assessment of liability 
and damages against trustees, for there are few instances where liability 
has been assessed against corporate directors. 23 
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Basic Considerations for Volunteer Trustees 

In facing these concerns, arts trustees should consider three en
vironmental factors: (1) the incorporation laws of their organization's 
state (many have laws specifically dealing with nonprofit incorporation), 24 

which may have controlling sections on standard of care for a nonprofit 
trustee and indemnification of trustees; (2) the wording of their organiza
tion's corporate charter, by-laws, and recorded resolutions; and (3) the 
availability of indemnification insurance for nonprofit trustees in their 
state. By thoroughly checking these three areas, the voluntary trustee can 
make a better assessment of action necessary to minimize his or her ex
posure to claims. 

For example, in the state of New Jersey, which passed a Nonprofit 
Incorporation Act in 1983,25 trustees are told to ''discharge their duties in 
good faith and with that degree of diligence, care, and skill which or
dinarily prudent persons would exercise under similar circumstances in 
like positions. " 26 Thus, one can see that a trustee in this state (as in many 
others) is held to a standard of ordinary care. New Jersey's section 15A 
N.J.S.A.:6-14 goes on to specify, 

In discharging their duties, trustees and members of any committee 
designated by the board shall not be liable if, acting in good faith, they rely 
on opinion of counsel for the corporation or upon written reports setting 
forth financial data concerning the corporation and prepared by an indepen
dent public accountant or certified public accountant or firm of accountants 
or upon financial statements, books of account, or reports of the corpora
tion represented to them to be correct by the president, the officer of the 
corporation having charge of its books of account, or the person presiding 
at a meeting of the board. 

Since the element of good faith is almost always present in voluntary 
trustee action, following this standard would help trustees to jump the 
first hurdle-standard of care. The Nonprofit Law Revision Committee 
note on this section indicates that the New Jersey Legislature followed 
common law and New Jersey's own for-profit incorporation statute sec
tion found at 14A:6-14.27 In a state that has not adopted a nonprofit in
corporation statute, standard of care for trustees may be covered in the 
for-profit incorporation act. 

Once trustees are aware of the standard of care required in a state, 
they should ascertain what actions may give rise to liabilities. This infor
mation is also available in statute and case law. Corporate statutes fre
quently have extensive sections on this subject, almost a catalog of sins 
and transgressions. This examination should be· made in light of what the 
state incorporation law says regarding indemnification of trustees, 
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specifically whether the state law mandates indemnification of the trustee 
or simply allows it. 28 

The next step is examination of the arts organization's working doc
uments-the corporate charter, by-laws, and minutes-to assay whether 
any of these states that the board may or will provide indemnification of 
a trustee. It is better for any trustee that the organization's stated policy 
be one of indemnification. Here too, however, statute may intervene to 
allow indemnification only when it has been determined that a trustee or 
other corporate agent has acted in good faith. If there has been any 
negligence or misconduct-determined by a court, for example-a trus
tee may be denied indemnification unless on application a court deter
mines that he or she is entitled to indemnity. 29 

A board of trustees should make these deliberations with advice of 
counsel since they require reading statutes, perhaps some case law, and 
available insurance coverages. The assessment will affect the well being 
of the organization's volunteer efforts for years to come. In the present 
climate, a thorough investigation may yield the benefit of much more 
satisfactory recruitment efforts, for it should give the nominating com
mittee a statement of the board practice in the area of indemnification in 
light of state law and available insurance. 

Obtaining Insurance 
Finally, locating D&O coverage may be the most difficult part of the 

process. Here, corporate management is put to the test of finding a 
policy that covers as many areas of trustee action as possible for the 
smallest possible insurance premium. The price of such coverage affects 
smaller arts organizations most. Fortunately, arts trustees have not suc
cumbed to a state of paralysis, but they have learned that added to their 
management burden is the necessity for painstaking review of the in
surance market's available indemnification policies. 

Without coverage, a defendant trustee might receive no more than 
defense costs and attorney's fees. 30 Marc Lane states that it is difficult to 
assess what the price of D&O insurance coverage should be since there is 
little experience in the field, very little actuarial data on nonprofit trustees' 
liability, and uncertain trends due to changes at the state legislative level. 31 

Since there is very little exposure for nonprofits compared to for-profits, 
one might think that their coverage would be much less expensive. 32 

Indemnification is most difficult for the board of trustees, for it is 
fraught with uncertainty and change. The best trustees can do at this 
point is to examine carefully statutes, case law, indemnification cover
age, and finances available to cover indemnity insurance. Structurally, a 
board would do well to have a subcommittee deal with the questions of 
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board liability and indemnification, making certain that the insurance 
coverage purchased is as comprehensive as possible and that board in
demnification practice conforms to applicable statutory and case law. 

Even though they confront these issues, voluntary trustees must not 
reduce trusteeship to the elements of standard of care, liability, and in
demnification, for trusteeship brings with it satisfactions in making 
meaningful contributions to society. It must be this that de Tocqueville 
noticed when he saw Americans who, fastening upon something that 
needed doing, went from neighbor to neighbor arousing interest and 
catalyzing action. 

CONCLUSION 

The challenge of becoming an ultimate volunteer lies in nurturing an 
artistic ideal with authority, discipline, and the kind of caring that makes 
love tangible in public works. Though the human condition frequently 
demands recognition for what one does, there is still the counsel of scrip
ture that reinforces the wellspring of voluntary trusteeship: "How poor 
those who work for a reward." 33 

Trusteeship calls upon the highest instincts one has for the sake of 
contributing what he or she can do for an arts organization without 
customary rewards. The ultimate volunteer gives time without receiving 
money in return; gives advice that does not always force action; gives 
money that does not underwrite totally; gives him or herself for little or 
no applause. 

He or she does this because of the rewards of giving of oneself to 
make this a better world. Helping to realize artistic missions that improve 
mankind's understanding places the risks of trusteeship in a different light. 
While there are risks, there also are methods for trustees to employ to 
assure themselves of outstanding future human resources for their boards. 

Ultimate volunteers must make time to identify, recruit, orient, and 
train themselves and their replacements in such a way as to improve the 
overall quality of voluntary participation in the arts endeavor. Trustees' 
heightened responses to their commitment can then serve as the model 
for all the volunteers of the arts organization. In this context, the mission 
gains effective guardians at every level. 
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Creating an Organizational 
Climate to Motivate 

Volunteers 

SUSAN BRAINERD 

INTRODUCTION 

Staff and volunteers from other performing arts organizations in New 
York City frequently ask why the New York Philharmonic Volunteer 

Council (NYPVC) is so successful. They want to know how they might 
develop equally successful volunteer groups to serve their organizations. 
These managers of volunteers seem particularly interested in attracting 
and keeping daytime volunteers with leadership abilities-those very 
competent, highly motivated, often socially prominent women who can 
take charge of gala fundraising projects. 

Their questions have led to this examination of the structure and 
inner workings of the NYPVC in the context of organizational theory. 
While the Philharmonic has attracted strong volunteer fundraisers for 
many years, its current management and NYPVC leadership have 
created a democratic organization of four hundred members who annu
ally conduct more than twenty educational, public relations, and fund
raising projects. 

Susan Brainerd is director of volunteer services for the New York Philharmonic. 
She has served as a consultant for a variety of arts organizations, serves on several 
boards and committees, and has authored numerous publications in the arts field. 

© Copyright 1987 Susan Brainerd. All Rights Reserved. 
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The effectiveness of this organization would not surprise the leaders 
of major museum volunteer programs or some major symphony man
agers across the country who have a history of highly organized volun
teer programs. Many other performing arts organizations, however, 
have not been able to develop such highly structured and effective 
volunteer programs. 

History of the Philharmonic Council 
Founded in 1842, the New York Philharmonic has a long tradition 

of active volunteers. Prior to 1980, the Auxiliary Board of 120 women, 
the Junior Committee of sixty, and The (Men,s) Committee were the ma
jor volunteer groups. With expanded programming in the 1960s and 
1970s, such as the Radiothon (annual telephone-radio fundraiser) and 
the Free Parks Concerts, new volunteers were attracted. Recognizing the 
need to reorganize and focus the energies of a growing number of highly 
competent volunteers, the Philharmonic,s managing director, a board 
member who also was a volunteer leader, and leaders from each of the 
three existing volunteer groups formed an ad-hoc committee and met 
several times over the period of a year to evaluate existing efforts and 
formulate the following recommendations: 

1. That the existing separate groups dissolve and become part of 
one new service organization, the "Council/, which would 
operate as a department of the Philharmonic and not as a 
separate organization; 

2. That the Philharmonic create a full-time staff position for a 
director of volunteer services to act as business manager and 
liaison between the volunteers and the symphony management; 
and 

3. That the membership requirements for the new "Council,, con
sist of a commitment to be an active volunteer worker in at least 
one ongoing activity and a minimum $15 donation to become a 
member of the Philharmonic Symphony Society. 

In order to participate in the formation of the new "Council/' the ex
isting volunteer groups voted to dissolve their organizations and follow 
the recommendations of the ad-hoc committee. 

A PROFESSIONAL APPROACH 
TO EMPLOYING VOLUNTEERS 

In 1982, soon after the NYPVC was formed, Elizabeth Peck, the 
new director of volunteer services, wrote an article for the Theatre Com-
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munications Group's Performing Arts Ideabooks called Employing Vol
unteers: A Professional Approach at the New York Philharmonic. 1 In 
this case study, Peck described how the organizational and communica
tions structure, the membership process, and the working procedures of 
the NYPVC encourage volunteers to feel that, while they are unpaid, 
they are accomplishing important tasks in a professional manner. 

Peck felt that the following aspects of the organizational structure 
of the NYPVC contributed to this professional approach: (1) leadership 
structure; (2) program focus; (3) membership process; and ( 4) com
munication among the volunteers and staff. Each of these will be dis
cussed below. 

Leadership Structure 

The leadership structure of the NYPVC is similar to that of other 
membership organizations. The following officers are elected for one
year terms by the membership of the council: 

1. Council Chairman-reports to the Philharmonic managing 
director; 

2. First Vice Chairman-in training to become chairman; 
3. Vice Chairmen-each of five vice chairmen oversees four or five 

project chairmen (see following section on program focus); and 
4. Secretary-prepares minutes of Executive and Steering Com

mittee meetings; accomplishes other tasks as assigned by the 
chairman. 

The vice chairmen and secretary report to the NYPVC chairman 
and, with him or her, are responsible for the daily management of the 
Council's programs (see following section). They work closely with each 
other, their volunteer project chairmen, and the director of volunteer 
services in the office several days a week. They meet together informally 
each week to solve problems and are part of the formal Executive Com
mittee, which meets once a month. The Executive Committee also in
cludes the managing director, immediate past chairman, past chairman, 
and board advisor (appointed by the board). The formal reporting 
systems are illustrated in Figure 1. 

Program Focus 

The volunteer programs of the NYPVC are organized into four pro
gram areas: fundraising, public awareness, service to the orchestra and 
management, and volunteer operations. Specific projects under each 
area are shown in Table 1. 2 
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TABLE 1.-NYPVC Program Areas. 

Fundraising 

Annual luncheon 
Holiday gala 
Opening night 
Philharmonic 

Ball 
Metropolitan 

Committee 
Philharmonic 

Gift Shop 
Radiothon 
Parks concerts 

Public awareness 

Arts advocate 
Audience 

development 
Educational 

affiliates 
Friends coffee 

bar 
NYP Ensembles 
"You Gotta Have 

Park" 

Service to the 
orchestra and 
management 

ASOL activities 
Orchestra coffee 

breaks 
Orchestra 

luncheon 
Staff assistance 

Volunteer 
operations 

Council luncheons 
Evening volunteers 
Membership 
Newsletter 
Research/ 

resources 

Each project is managed by a volunteer chairman appointed by the 
Council chairman, who also assigns each vice chairman to oversee four 
or five project chairmen. Each project chairman selects his/her commit
tee, which includes new members as well as those who have previously 
worked on the project and want to continue. Each project chairman is 
given a job description outlining the overall goals and responsibilities of 
the project and a detailed final report from the preceding chairman. Vice 
chairmen and project chairmen also are given a chairman's manual that 
describes Philharmonic and office procedures and some performance ex
pectations. 

Chairmen generally have been working members of committees they 
are asked to chair; thus, they bring direct experience with them when 
they begin a new project. New project chairmen have a planning session 
with the NYPVC chairman, the vice chairman overseeing their project, 
the director of volunteer services, and other support people as needed. 

The project chairmen and the Executive Committee form the Steer
ing Committee, which also meets once a month. At this meeting, the 
project chairmen report on projects, participate in management training, 
and receive information on upcoming Philharmonic events and issues. 

In the introduction to Peck's article, editor Bruce Phariss points out 
that the Philharmonic gives its volunteers "substantive work" and fo
cused tasks for which "a specific goal or purpose is articulated." Thus, 
he says, a ''volunteer seldom feels frustrated or as if he or she were 
wasting time-an important point when time is valued so highly.' '3 
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Membership Process 

The NYPVC membership process is actually a personnel employ
ment process that includes recruitment, interviewing, placement, train
ing, supervision, recordkeeping, and evaluation. Recruitment is informal 
because Council members individually seek out people they feel can 
make a contribution and enjoy participating in the Council's work. 
Other prospective volunteers request membership information because 
they have seen or heard about the work of the NYPVC. 

Prospective volunteers are sent a booklet describing the Council's 
structure and programs and a membership application form. When the 
application is returned, the volunteer membership chairman schedules an 
interview for each person seeking membership. The interviewers, who 
may be one or two Council officers and/ or members of the Membership 
Committee, provide more information to the prospective volunteer and 
ascertain his/her interest in actively working on one or more of the 
Council's programs. 

If the applicant's time availability and interests match the needs of 
the Council, he or she is invited to become a member and is recom
mended to the appropriate project chairman who introduces the par
ticular project activities. If the Council's and prospective volunteer's 
mutual interests do not match for a year-round commitment, the volun
teer may wish to give a small amount of time for special projects such as 
the Radiothon or Free Parks Concerts. 

Two or three times a year, the NYPVC holds an orientation for new 
members during which the Council chairman and managing director wel
come them and acquaint them with the overall mission and structure of 
the New York Philharmonic. The new volunteers are introduced to the 
senior staff who direct the departments and are given a tour of Avery 
Fisher Hall. 

Project chairmen are responsible for training the new volunteers to 
participate in their projects. This training may consist of an individual 
discussion of the project activities and/or a group skill-development ses
sion (for example, learning to operate the Gift Shop). 

Each volunteer has an ongoing membership record card showing the 
projects in which he or she has participated each year since becoming a 
member. Project chairmen and their advising vice chairmen are respon
sible for informally evaluating the continuing interest and ability of each 
volunteer to meet the particular needs of each project. Each of these 
endeavors is evaluated annually by a wrap-up meeting of participants, 
and final reports are prepared by the project chairmen and director of 
volunteer services. 
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Communication Channels 
Internal Communication 

Much of the communication between volunteer leaders about daily 
activities they are managing takes place through informal discussion in 
the office and weekly operational meetings of the officers. More formal 
channels include 

1. Monthly Executive and Steering Committee meetings; 
2. Semi-annual luncheons to offer the entire membership an oppor

tunity to hear reports on the projects and have a social time; 
3. The Volunteer Council newsletter, which is sent to the entire 

membership and the orchestra, board, and staff three times a 
year; and 

4. A membership directory, which is published bi-annually. 

Utilizing these channels of internal communication and working closely 
with the director of volunteer services, the Council chairman is respon
sible for facilitating communication and working relationships among 
the volunteers. 

Volunteer-Staff Communication 

The Philharmonic's managing director places a very high value on 
the contributions of the NYPVC and frequently praises and recognizes 
its work. He is available when needed for consultation with the Council 
chairman and the director of volunteer services, thus communicating his 
support for the professional quality of the volunteer activities. 

The key to the success of the volunteers' communication and posi
tive working relationships with the staff is the managing director's en
couragement of open discussion and joint decisionmaking between staff 
and volunteers. For example, armed with experience, a job description, 
and final reports from the previous chairmen, volunteer project chair
men are encouraged to meet with relevant staff at the beginning of each 
project to review issues of common concern, agree on mutual goals, 
establish working schedules, and generate lists of prospective contacts. 
After such a meeting, the Council chairman and the director of volunteer 
services will work together to monitor the interdepartmental activities 
related to each project and facilitate communication between the volun
teers and staff. 

To summarize, some of the ingredients necessary to establish and 
maintain a program that offers professional-quality positions for serious 
volunteers are (1) an organization that is structured to provide the volun
teers with clearly defined responsibilities for their programs; (2) leader-
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ship from the senior management and volunteer officers that places a 
priority on mutual support and open staff-volunteer communication; 
and (3) frequent praise and public recognition for the contributions of 
the volunteers. 

THE LARGER PERSPECTIVE 
ON VOLUNTEER PROFESSIONALISM 

Since 1982, when Peck described some of the ways the NYPVC used 
professional employment practices in placing and supervising volunteers, 
there has been great advancement in the variety of techniques and level 
of sophistication in volunteer employment practices of recruitment, 
placement, training, supervision, and evaluation. Other articles in this 
issue of The Journal of Arts Management and Law will articulate some 
current practices in volunteer recruiting and evaluation. Additionally, 
for an updated overview of employment practices for volunteers, a good 
resource is the 1986 winter issue of the American Association for 
Museum Volunteers Newsletter entitled Management of Museum Volun
teers. This issue gives concise guidelines for recruiting, training, and 
evaluating volunteers. 4 

Recently in this same newsletter, Barbara Kelly of the Denver Mu-
seum focused on the issue of professionalism in volunteering. She asks 

If professionalism does not imply money, then what factors does it include? 
My definition would be (1) responsibility and accountability, (2) reliability, 
(3) efficiency, (4) ability to perform according to defined standards, (5) 
pride in work, (6) optimum presentation of oneself, (7) a nonemotional, ra
tional approach to problem solving, (8) a commitment to the institution and 
task, and (9) most importantly, a willingness to support the leaders, both 
staff and volunteers, in achievement of mutual goals. s 

This list of professional attitudes and behaviors is useful to us because it 
implies that there are very strong achievement motivations among volun
teers who are willing to make such professional commitments. 

While the components of the NYPVC mentioned above define a 
professional organization, they do not account entirely for the very high 
level of commitment from competent volunteers who have many 
demands on their time and are coveted by other organizations. (In addi
tion to their demanding roles at the Philharmonic, the leadership volun
teers usually have at least one other responsible volunteer position.) The 
remainder of this article will explore some theories on the relationships 
between motivation and organizational climate and consider how these 
ideas are applicable to the NYPVC. 
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PSYCHIC REW ARDS 

Since volunteers are not paid, psychic rewards are the only remunera
tion they receive. To increase their effectiveness and keep their energies 
committed to our particular organization, it seems necessary to recognize 
that volunteers seek a great variety of such rewards. We must develop a 
work environment or organizational climate that provides all the needed 
types of psychic rewards. Most volunteers want to do professional-quality 
work that benefits the organization, but there are additional levels of re
wards that both increase their motivation and enhance their personal 
growth. 

Achievement Motivation among Council Officers 

Recently, the NYPVC chairman asked her officers to respond to a 
questionnaire produced by the Junior League of Cleveland, Inc., which 
asked each individual to answer questions that would show his or her pref
erences among three different leadership styles-to promote (1) expression 
of individual feelings, (2) an emphasis on group climate, or (3) achieve
ment of the tasks. The nine officers and director of volunteer services 
were asked to rate responses to ten questions in order of their individual 
preferences. For example, one question reads 

You are leading a meeting; it is important to 
(a) Keep focused on the agenda (achievement of task); 
(b) Focus on each individual's feelings and help people express their emo

tional reactions to the issue (individual expression); 
(c) Focus on the differing positions people take and how they deal with each 

other (group climate orientation). 6 

The composite scores of the NYPVC volunteers indicated a very strong 
task or achievement orientation. All but one of ten participants scored 
highest in preferences that focused on achievement of the task. The ques
tionnaire was intended to help the volunteer officers analyze their own 
strengths and be aware of aspects of leadership they may have over
looked. The results suggest that these volunteers may need to increase 
their attention to individual expression of ideas and feelings and group 
decisionmaking. However, the questionnaire also provides useful insight 
into the factors that motivate these volunteer leaders. 

Since New York City is an achievement-oriented environment, a 
high level of achievement motivation among NYPVC volunteers is no 
surprise. Furthermore, the Council's professional employment practices, 
leadership structure, and program focus described above contribute to 
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their sense of professionalism and job satisfaction. The environment and 
motivational systems at the Philharmonic, however, seem to be more 
complex than this. Further exploration of the motives and needs of the 
volunteers-the basis for psychic rewards-in relation to the organiza
tional climate is required. 

The Theoretical Relationships between Motivation and 
Organizational Climate 

In her book, The Effective Management of Volunteer Programs, 
Marlene Wilson identifies four interdependent elements that affect work 
behavior. 

1. The motives and needs a person brings to the situation; 
2. The job or task to be done; 
3. The personal strengths, weaknesses, and leadership style of the manager; and 
4. The climate of the organization. 7 

To these I would add a fifth element that seems necessary in charitable 
organizations: the organization must have a compelling and well-articu
lated mission. 

To further explain work behavior, Wilson identified three types of 
motivational systems-affiliation motivation, achievement motivation, 
and power motivation-and defined each of these by describing the 
aspects of organizational climate that would support each type. 

To create an affiliation-oriented climate: 
1. encourage close, warm relationships; 
2. give considerable support and encouragement; 
3. provide a great deal of freedom and little structure or constraint; and 
4. make the individual feel like an accepted member of your group. 

To create an achievement-oriented climate: 
1. emphasize personal responsibility; 
2. allow and encourage calculated risks and innovation; and 
3. give recognition and reward for excellent performance-not for 

mediocre or poor performance. 
To create a power-oriented climate: 

1. provide considerable structure, such as rules, policies, etc.; 
2. allow people to obtain positions of responsibility, authority. and 

status; and 
3. encourage the use of formal authority as a basis for resolving conflict 

and disagreement. 8 

Figure 2 illustrates another way to express Wilson's description of 
motivational systems in relation to factors of organizational climate. 
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Affiliation Achievement Power 

are achieved when the leadelhip of an organization encoul 

I t I 
Warmth 
Support 
Identity 

Responsibility Structure 
Risk Taking Authority 
Performance Standards Status 
Recognition for Excellence 
Group Problem Solving 

Although Wilson implies that these motivational systems and organiza
tional supports are mutually exclusive, we shall see that in the NYPVC 
they all co-exist to a high degree and are mutually supportive. 

Affiliation Motivation 

Affiliation rewards have been the major tool of volunteer organiza
tions for years. At the annual conventions of the American Symphony 
Orchestra League, volunteer workshop leaders emphasize warmth, 
praise, support, and encouragement. Furthermore, in The One Minute 
Manager, Kenneth Blanchard argues that giving praise and warmth are 
at least half of the key to success for all managers. 9 

While an organization as tightly structured and achievement-ori
ented as the NYPVC might not appear to foster affiliation motivation, 
the structure is actually very instrumental in providing a well-trained 
group of leaders and co-workers who understand that an important 
aspect of their job is to support each other, give praise and recognition, 
and create a feeling of warmth and good fellowship. Efforts are made, 
usually successfully, to find a comfortable role for each volunteer with 
people he or she enjoys. In addition to being interesting and satisfying, 
the work should be enjoyable. Great care is taken to create pleasant, 
positive work environments. 

Volunteer project chairmen who do not generate a high level of 
warmth and support or who have difficulty accepting the diversity of 
personalities will receive informal training from their advising vice chair-
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man on ways to support and appreciate their volunteer workers. Such ad
vice might include 

• be available to your volunteers when they are working to assist 
and praise them; 

• schedule and plan activities so the work will be pleasantly paced 
and not frantic; 

• divide the work so more people can participate; 
• provide refreshments and a social time for your workers; and 
• invite the Council chairman or a member of the senior staff to 

thank them for their participation. 

Project chairmen who cannot learn to delegate, praise, and work with a 
variety of people are not invited to continue in this type of role. 

The membership structure of the Council also contributes to the 
psychic rewards of affiliation. Belonging to a working committee within 
a powerful membership organization creates both small- and large-group 
identity. The more a volunteer participates, the more he or she will feel a 
sense of acceptance and involvement and will identify with the group. 

While dispensing praise and warmth to meet the affiliation needs of 
their volunteer workers is clearly a tool employed by the officers and pro
gram chairmen to achieve their goals, these leaders also frequently ex
press appreciation for the warmth and support they receive from each 
other and from the senior management of the Philharmonic. We will see 
that affiliation rewards also become power rewards when bestowed by 
those in power. 

Achievement and Power 

In addition to professional employment practices, which provide a 
high level of psychic rewards for people with achievement motivations, 
the NYPVC structure described earlier provides the officers and project 
chairmen with power rewards such as authority and status. In fact, the 
achievement and power rewards desired and received by members of the 
Council are so closely connected that it would be redundant to try to 
illustrate them separately. Instead I would like to discuss the ways the 
following four elements of Council organizational climate and leadership 
provide both achievement and power rewards. 

60 

1. The volunteer organization is structured so volunteer leaders 
make the operational decisions and manage other volunteers; 

2. The volunteer leadership team provides its own training and 
mutual support; 
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3. The volunteer organization operates as an internal department of 
the Philharmonic with its own support staff and access to the 
senior management of the Philharmonic; and 

4. The individual volunteers and the contributions of the Council 
are highly valued by the Philharmonic managing director, senior 
staff, and key board members. 

Volunteer Management 

The volunteer officers manage their own programs and the other 
volunteers, giving the leaders the achievement rewards of top manage
ment responsibilities and recognition for performance. Because they 
make decisions and are elected to their positions, they also receive the 
power rewards of authority and status. 

The Council leaders have a clear sense of their responsibilities as 
leaders to sustain the climate of professionalism and mutual support. 
Marlene Wilson describes the roles of managers or leaders as follows: 
''The most important and dramatic determinant of climate seems to be 
the leadership style utilized by managers or by informal leaders." She 
continues to say that ''leadership is a dynamic process and varies from 
situation to situation, based on the unique combination of leader, fol
lower, work to be done, and situation," meaning that "the manager does 
not have a role, but rather many roles to fill.'' 10 Thus, because the volun
teer officers understand the complexities and importance of their leader
ship roles, the leadership structure described earlier is a major factor in 
the success of the NYPVC as well as a source of both achievement and 
power rewards for the individual leaders. 

Another source of achievement and power rewards is the encourage
ment to set high goals and take risks. Council volunteer project chairmen 
are in charge of their projects. They have the support of the organization 
and the freedom to take risks and develop ideas within specifically de
fined organizational guidelines (see page 55). With the support of their ad
vising vice chairmen, the Council chairman, and the director of volun
teer services, they 

• set goals and plan projects; 
• recruit committees to solicit underwriting, sell tickets, and carry 

out projects; 
• develop budgets; 
• create ideas for fundraising galas or gift items; 
• solicit bids from vendors; 
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• select the appropriate vendors and monitor the quality of work; 
and 

• develop and refine marketing tools, which may include activities 
as diverse as 
• organizing the resources to design, print, and individually ad

dress 5,000 gala invitations to be sent to a selected list of New 
York's social elite; or 

• publishing 175,000 copies of a 40-page Radiothon Catalogue 
(listing 1,200 gift items they have solicited) which are then 
mailed by a professional mailing house using computerized 
mailing lists the volunteers have helped develop over the past 
ten years. 

One example of goal setting and risk taking by a project chairman 
occurred recently when, in response to a suggestion made by the preced
ing chairman in her final report, a project chairman requested an in
crease in the traditional ticket price for an event. Concurrently she ac
cepted the suggestion from the development director to add a new price 
category for benefactor tables. Both ideas were approved, and she set a 
goal for selling the usual number of tickets at the increased price as well 
as ten benefactor tables. She personally solicited several potential cor
porate benefactors. The event was a sell-out, and eleven benefactor 
tables were sold because of the powerful combination of the traditional 
attraction of the event for Philharmonic patrons, the chairman's infec
tious enthusiasm and attention to details, and the support she received 
from the Council leadership team and Philharmonic staff. The net pro
ceeds from the event nearly doubled from the preceding year. In addition 
to thank-you letters and public recognition, this chairman has been re
warded with an off er to chair another prestigious event. 

The vice chairmen who supervise the project chairmen have even 
broader responsibilities to advise and assist these chairmen, monitor 
schedules and budgets, and coordinate resources and communication. In 
conjunction with the project chairmen, they are responsible for large 
fundraising projects and receive recognition for excellent performance. 
Along with the Council chairman and first vice chairman, they have the 
status, power, and authority that create the satisfactions that come from 
being top management. 

Training and Support 

With assistance from the staff when requested, the volunteer leader
ship team provides its own training and acts as a support group, thus 
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creating a sense of strong internal support and allowing members to grow 
into positions of greater responsibility. The training process is structured 
by the NYPVC nomination procedures, which require that to be eligible 
for nomination as a vice chairman, a member must have completed at 
least two years as the chairman of one or more projects. 

Each year the overall Council chairman, with advice from the Ex
ecutive Committee, selects the project chairmen from those who have 
shown interest and leadership ability. He or she will make an effort to of
fer those with leadership ability a chairmanship that will help them grow 
and expand their view of how the Council works. For example, in 1985, 
one young potential leader chaired a small benefit party as her first proj
ect. To broaden her perspective, she was then asked to chair the member
ship committee, a very responsible position in which she is becoming 
more familiar with the broad Council membership, the formal and infor
mal rules, the way the office works, and the ways NYPVC members 
communicate with each other and with staff. She is asked to set goals, 
plan and delegate tasks, provide support for her committee members, 
and see that they follow through on tasks. She is learning that the Coun
cil has very high expectations for accuracy and attention to detail. She 
also is learning to be patient with her workers and take constructive 
criticism as well as praise. 

Some project chairmen who are very successful party fundraisers 
would not be good managers or officers because they are not able to 
delegate responsibilities and be supportive of others. They are talented at 
generating and implementing exciting ideas, thus creating an event that 
''sells.'' They are self-disciplined, have very high standards, are detail 
oriented, and are very demanding of themselves and others. Even though 
they are not good managers of people, these program or event chairmen 
can perform well within the NYPVC structure because the Council offi
cers and director of volunteer services will support them and shield other 
volunteers and staff from unreasonable demands. They will reassure the 
chairmen that the work to be done will be on the list of priorities; if de
lays and problems arise, they will help keep communication channels open. 

The leadership training process continues for vice chairmen, who 
usually complete at least two years in this role before being nominated to 
become first vice chairman, then automatically Council chairman. Thus, 
each ascending NYPVC chairman has at least five years of training and 
supervisory experience. Within the top level of volunteer management, 
poor performance is not tolerated. When the peer group perceives that a 
weakness of one of its members will interfere with the Council's success, 
ways will be sought to fill the gap or help the individual change his or her 
behavior. 
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Departmental Status 

The NYPVC functions as a department of the Philharmonic-in 
other words, as an integral part of the entire Philharmonic structure, giv
ing the volunteers access to and support from the senior management 
and the rest of the staff. Although mutual working schedules are estab
lished, the priorities of the other departments may sometimes distract the 
paid staff from maintaining mutually agreed-on schedules. When this 
happens, volunteers may feel that their priorities are being ignored. The 
director of volunteer services and NYPVC chairman will work with the 
staff and volunteers to reschedule the activities and repair damaged com
munications channels. Thus, the volunteers receive the achievement 
rewards of being an integral part of a well-managed, supportive organi
zation as well as the power rewards of status and authority within this 
larger prestigious organization. 

In return for the organization's trust, the volunteers follow a strict 
set of rules requiring senior management approval of schedules, budgets, 
printed materials, and contact with donors. The director of volunteer 
services is their guide in preparing budgets and printed materials and ob
taining approvals. She can enlist the aid of any staff person and plays the 
role of a partner in the daily activities, particularly to the overall NYPVC 
chairman. Organizationally she reports to the director of development, 
but, as in many other areas of the Council and Philharmonic function
ing, there is a great deal of flexibility in her role, and she is encouraged to 
seek the advice and assistance of any member of the staff as needed. 

In addition to her role as partner to the volunteer leadership and 
liaison with the paid staff, the director of volunteers hires and supervises 
support staff (one secretary and one administrative assistant) assigned to 
the Council. Having the services of such staff greatly increases the level 
of professionalism and achievement of the volunteers. 

Integrating a strong volunteer group into the central management 
structure of an organization requires a professionally secure staff willing 
to give credit to productive volunteers as well as secure volunteers willing 
to have their work closely scrutinized. It is the job of the NYPVC chair
man to bring his or her suggestions to the senior management and volun
teer leadership for discussion and joint decisionmaking. 

Rewards from the Philharmonic Senior Management and Board 

Wilson's description of the importance of the leadership style of the 
managers is equally true when analyzing the dynamics of the Philhar
monic senior management and board in relation to the Volunteer Coun
cil. As described above, the managing director and key board members 
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can clearly articulate the value of the NYPVC to the Philharmonic and fre
quently express their gratitude and support. More than anyone, the 
managing director sets the example for providing achievement and power 
rewards by working with the volunteer leaders as though they were profes
sional staff. Staff members are made aware that they should let the 
volunteers receive the spotlight and recognition for their work, even 
though staff contributions to the project might have been equally critical 
to its success. Volunteers also take time to recognize and thank the staff. 
The managing director keeps the NYPVC officers informed about upcom
ing events and long-range possibilities and shares with them some of the in
teresting and amusing "behind the scenes" stories that unfold. As part of 
their psychic rewards, the volunteer leaders receive invitations to many 
Philharmonic events and are invited to host special parties honoring guest 
artists. 

Thus, the Philharmonic's managing director communicates a sense 
of security and trust in working with powerful, productive volunteers. 
He was instrumental in designing their organization, and his ultimate au
thority and leadership are completely accepted because NYPVC leaders 
know they are part of the decisionmaking process. 

While several members of the Philharmonic board also are members 
of the NYPVC and participate in its programs, the differences in the roles 
and perogatives of the board and Council are very clear and distinct. The 
board president and those long-standing dual members described above 
stay informed and ready to support and assist the Council as needed. Roles 
they and the managing director might play include helping orient a new 
Council chairman to some of the complexities of his or her duties, inform
ing their co-board members about the need to support a particular activity, 
and contributing to the Council's long-range planning. 

CONCLUSION 

To complete this description of the psychic rewards generated by the 
structure and leadership of the Philharmonic, it should be noted that pre
cisely because of their commitment, training, and support for each other, 
the leadership team of the NYPVC has acquired significant and highly 
recognized power, status, and authority. Those who desire a combina
tion of affiliation and power rewards receive them as recognition for 
achievements that contribute to the success of the whole group. This in
terdependence of psychic rewards in each of the three motivational areas 
seems to be one of the greatest strengths of the Council. 

Such interconnections of affiliation, achievement, and power re-
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wards can lead to a sense of empowerment. In The Power Handbook, 
Pamela Cumings describes ''empowerment'' as follows. 

To feel empowered is to have a strong sense of ''can do,'' a feeling of con
trol and choice over life,s events. People who are empowered are fully aware 
of all their resources-their strengths and weaknesses, their feelings and frus
trations, their values and attitudes. They are clear about what they want to ac
complish in life and are optimistic about their ability to achieve these goals. 11 

This state of feeling empowered is the result of exercising one's 
abilities and taking responsibility and risks within organizations or other 
group structures that encourage self esteem, personal growth, and achieve
ment. Volunteers will certainly be loyal to the arts organization that pro
vides a work environment in which they can experience a variety of psychic 
rewards leading to the ultimate reward: a sense of empowerment. 
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Evaluation of Volunteer Efforts 

SUSAN J. ELLIS 

Introduction 

Because time, money, and other resources are expended on the involve
ment of volunteers-by both the recipient organization and the volun

teers themselves-it is good management practice to evaluate whether the 
expense is justified. It is also important to assess what volunteers ac
complish and how effective they are. This information is of special in
terest to volunteers as well as managers, since no one wants to devote 
time and energy to something without impact. The issue of volunteer 
evaluation is generic and is very important to arts managers. 

The volunteer component is often overlooked when an organization 
conducts an internal evaluation study. Since most of the services 
volunteers provide are intertwined with the work of employees, the vol
unteer program must be included in an evaluation to obtain a complete 
picture of an organization's effectiveness. 

Susan J. Ellis is president of Energize Associates, a consulting, training, and pub
lishing firm that specializes in volunteerism. She has presented workshops 
throughout the United States on all aspects of effective volunteer management. 
Some of the material in this article is adapted from her book, From the Top 
Down: The Executive Role in Volunteer Program Success. 

© Copyright 1987 Susan J. Ellis. All Rights Reserved. 
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One of the reasons volunteers are often left out of agency evalua
tions is that no goals or objectives have been articulated for the volunteer 
program. Volunteers are viewed as useful but peripheral additions to the 
organization's basic services. It is assumed that volunteer worth is some
how self-evident, needing no further assessment. If goals and objectives 
for volunteers are identified, however, it becomes logical to assess 
whether or not they were achieved. This process also provides more 
meaningful long-term recognition for the volunteers. 

One of the least creative questions posed to volunteer program 
leaders is "How many volunteers do we have, and how many hours did 
they give us this year?" Too often this is the extent of program "evalua
tion" for the volunteer component. A tally of hours served without 
analysis of what was accomplished is virtually worthless, as the quantity 
of involvement rarely, if ever, demonstrates the quality of performance. 

This same principle holds true for assessing each individual volun
teer's work. Recognition based solely on hours clocked is impersonal and 
nonmotivating. Many organizations are reluctant to evaluate individual 
volunteers because of a mistaken belief that gratitude for donated serv
ices must override concern for whether or not such services are worth
while, but it should be recognized that every volunteer wants to perform 
effectively. Examining each volunteer's contribution is one way to 
demonstrate that volunteer services are taken seriously and that the 
organization wants to make sure each person's efforts are productive. 

Individual volunteer performance assessment is connected to em
ployee performance assessment just as volunteer program evaluation is 
connected to the overall organization evaluation. Some similarity needs 
to exist between the standards to which both employees and volunteers 
are held. In the arts, reluctance to do an assessment often exists because 
of a blurring of lines between "creative expression" and "productivity." 
Evaluation must be thought of as an opportunity to praise as well as 
criticize and as a chance to be supportive to all workers who are doing 
their jobs effectively. 

Both programmatic and individual evaluation, when done correctly, 
become a two-way process, providing a forum for feedback from all par
ties. While evaluation examines actions that occurred in the past, its ma
jor purpose is to plan for the future. The process is inherently positive 
and enables everyone to move forward together. 

Volunteer Program Evaluation 
There are many approaches to program evaluation. Periodic infor

mal evaluations happen naturally as an aspect of good management. For 
example, if a new project is established, its pioneer participants are likely 
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to meet after a few months to discuss its progress. At some point, how
ever, the organization should move past ''this is how we think or feel 
things are going" and attempt to study what is occurring more objec
tively. This is the purpose of regular formal evaluation studies. A formal 
evaluation begins with a review of the volunteer program's stated goals 
and objectives and assesses whether and how these were met-and what 
unexpected accomplishments might have occurred. 

If the volunteer program's goals and objectives were thoughtfully 
worded, it should be relatively easy to determine if they were met. For ex
ample, if at the start of the year the program wanted "to involve at least 
five volunteers from the immediate neighborhood surrounding our facil
ity,'' it should be possible to find documentation of who was recruited this 
year, where each person lives, and whether five of the new volunteers live 
within a few blocks of the facility. Thus, there is a major correlation be
tween goals and objectives, the evaluation process, and ongoing record
keeping. Without records kept on a current basis, there often is no way to 
gather needed data. If an organization intends to conduct an evaluation at 
the end of the year, it is necessary to set up systems to collect the right data 
from the beginning of the project. Some data may only need to be col
lected for one year-long enough to assess a specific question. 

The major problem with evaluation by objectives is that it is insuffi
cient to ask only "Did we meet our goals?" It is equally important to 
discover how those goals were met-the quality of performance or serv
ice-and whether they were the right or best goals. This creates the need 
for an evaluation study that involves asking people for their opinions. 

An annual evaluation in an arts organization might analyze volun
teer program performance in several areas. 

1. The actual quantity and quality of the work done by volunteers 
in each assignment category; 

2. Activities that are so vital they deserve additional support, and 
those that need improvement; 

3. Gaps in needed services, and volunteer assignments that are no 
longer pertinent; 

4. The accomplishments of the volunteer management team, in
cluding such overview questions as the demographic makeup of 
the volunteer corps, number and type of recruitment outreach ef
forts, etc.; 

5. The type and degree of service provided to the salaried staff by 
volunteers and/ or the volunteer program office; and 

6. The benefits to the organization as a whole from volunteer in
volvement. 
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Some specific questions that could be asked to assess the contribution of 
volunteers are similar to those asked about the work of employees. In ad
dition, some other avenues of inquiry can help identify the value of 
volunteers. 

1. Have our visitorsiaudience expressed any awareness of, ap
preciation for, or comments about our volunteers? 

2. What were we able to do more of this year than last because of 
help from volunteers? 

3. What did volunteers free staff to do? 
4. What innovations or experiments were we able to attempt this 

year because volunteers agreed to test something new? 
5. In which assignments did we have the most turnover and why? 

Which assignments were the most popular with volunteers and 
why? 

6. Has our public image changed, and can we trace any of this 
change to the impact of volunteers? 

7. Is our volunteer corps representative of the community /public 
we serve? 

8. Have salaried staff members measurably developed their super-
visory skills as a result of working with volunteers? 

Questions such as these will provide information that immediately 
translates into management decisions. The data gathered can be used to 
uncover training needs, recruitment strategies, and service deserving 
recognition. 

In designing an evaluation, choices must be made, as it is impossible 
to assess every aspect of an organization or program all at once. Certain 
priority areas should be selected each year to receive special attention in 
the evaluation study. For example, one year the organization might 
assess the value of the volunteer orientation session, the difference 
volunteers make to young visitors, and the feelings of volunteers con
cerning the annual recognition event. Other aspects of the volunteer pro
gram might be covered by asking, "What else do you want to tell us?", 
but these three areas will each be analyzed in depth through several 
specific questions. The following year, different priorities can be studied, 
with perhaps one or two follow-up questions on the previous year's areas 
of focus to see if changes have been noticed. 

Some organizations hire an outside evaluator or utilize a voluntary 
action center to conduct the assessment. In such a case, the volunteer 
program leader should meet with the evaluator and express his/her 
managerial concerns. The evaluation should be designed to elicit data 
that will affect management decisions, and no outside consultant or serv-
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ice organization can determine what the needs are. The role of the evalu
ator is to find the best (and most objective) way to get the information re
quested. 

If the evaluation is to be done in-house, the question of who should 
do it arises. One recommendation is to recruit an evaluation team com
prised of representatives of the paid staff and the volunteers. Members 
of the public served, someone from top administration, and a volunteer 
from the board of directors might also be included. The team should not 
be too large but should be diverse enough to ensure that the data col
lected will be analyzed from several perspectives. The goal is to elicit 
open and honest feedback. The priority areas to be evaluated will suggest 
who might influence the results if they are the ones asking the questions. 

The evaluation team's first role is to design the evaluation study 
itself. This means determining the following. 

1. Who will be the audience for the final evaluation report? Will 
the report be shown to a funding source? The public? Or will it be used 
primarily as an internal guide to management? The answer to this ques
tion will affect the areas to be studied and how the final report will be 
presented. 

2. What program areas are the priorities for evaluation this year 
and why? 

3. What is being planned by the organization in the coming year 
that will involve volunteers? What, therefore, should be learned now 
about past activities that will prove helpful in addressing this upcoming 
activity? 

4. What are the available means for conducting an evaluation? Is 
there money for a mailed survey? Are there meetings scheduled during 
which a questionnaire might be administered on site to groups of staff, 
volunteers, or members of the public? Are there volunteers or employees 
available to conduct interviews? 

5. Given the program areas to be assessed, who might be the best 
sources of information? Choices include 

• Volunteers: active and/ or inactive (Note: it is sometimes possible to 
learn more from people who left a volunteer assignment than 
from volunteers still in it.); 

• Employees: those who supervise volunteers and those who do not; 
• Administration: including board members (who are also 

volunteers); 
• The organization's audience or visitors: present and/or past. This 

might include spot checking people in the "General Membership" 
category; 
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• The public (community): in general, or special segments such as 
specific age groups, geographic areas, or agencies/businesses with 
concerns related to the organization's mission; 

• Other arts organizations; 
• The leaders of the volunteer program; 
• Written reference materials: census reports, previous annual 

reports, etc. 

6. Having selected the sources, how will the focus be chosen? Will 
we try to reach everyone, or will a sample be selected? 

7. What questions should be asked? How can they be asked in the 
most neutral, nonleading form so the answers will be as objective as 
possible? Also, scaling of questions should ensure that the answers are 
comparable. 

8. Will the method of questioning be a written questionnaire? A 
personal interview? Group discussions? The facilitator should be impar
tial and trained not to skein results. 

9. Will the questionnaire be mailed or administered in person? 
10. Who will administer the questionnaire? The volunteer program 

staff? Volunteers? The evaluation team? Specially recruited, outside 
volunteers, such as students from a college course on statistics? 

11. Once data are obtained, how will they be collated and analyzed 
to ensure that the right conclusions are reached? Recognize that data can 
be interpreted in many different ways. 

The subject of how to design an effective evaluation is too complex 
to discuss here, but the questions just outlined should provide a starting 
point from which to seek the necessary assistance. In discussing the 
evaluation of a volunteer program, the program leader can recruit an ex
pert consultant from a corporation, marketing firm, or business school 
who is skilled in evaluation techniques to serve as advisor to the evalua
tion team. 

Once the evaluation has been completed, there are many uses for the 
final report. First, the evaluation should be shared with all volunteers so 
they can learn of their cumulative achievements and impact (which is true 
recognition) and also understand the concerns to be addressed in the 
coming months (which encourages their ownership of the program and 
enlists their help in finding solutions). Second, the evaluation can be 
shown to current and potential funders to illustrate that their dollars 
were leveraged by volunteers into services worth far more than the value 
of the original cash contribution. Managerially, the evaluation can be 
translated into developing training programs to improve the skills shown 
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to be weak, launching recruitment campaigns to locate volunteers with 
targeted skills, and creating better promotion opportunities for ex
perienced volunteers. The report is as important for what it shows is be
ing done right as for the weak areas it uncovers. Finally, the evaluation 
can demonstrate to resistant salaried staff that volunteers are achieving 
important things and should be better supported. 

One caveat should be offered to managers: be cautious of drawing 
comparisons between the work of volunteers and that of employees. 
Each group should be handling assignments that are tangibly different; 
therefore, their evaluations should be considered separately. Talented vol
unteers may become threatening to the salaried staff who might worry 
about their job security if the work of volunteers is praised in comparison. 
Arts organizations need both their employees and their volunteers, and 
any evaluation should recognize the achievements of both groups. 

One reason often cited for involving volunteers is to assess the com
munity perspective. Volunteers are both outsiders and insiders, and they 
represent the point of view of the public. Thus, any program evaluation 
should be designed to elicit maximum feedback from the volunteers. It 
offers a regular opportunity to learn what volunteers-as representatives 
of the public-think about the organization's programs, services, and 
other elements. 

As with any program evaluation, evaluating the volunteer program 
is worth the effort only if the results of the assessment are analyzed and 
plans are developed to implement necessary changes. If done correctly, 
an evaluation will indicate areas of strength as well as weakness, since 
improvements might come simply from doing more of what is already 
being done effectively. From the volunteer management perspective, the 
importance of evaluation is the need to ensure that volunteers are as
signed to work that genuinely requires attention so their efforts are not 
wasted on useless activities. 

Ongoing Assessment 

Apart from a periodic evaluation of the volunteer program, an 
organization should want to know throughout the year whether volun
teers are being effective and whether the most supportive working en
vironment for volunteers is being provided. Gaining this information in
volves requiring reports from the director of volunteers with the same 
frequency as reports from other department heads, usually monthly. The 
data in these reports will be compiled from statistics maintained in the 
volunteer office and from information documented by each unit/depart
ment in which volunteers are active. Executive directors of arts organiza
tions should read such reports carefully. Volunteers often far outnumber 
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an organization's employees, and data concerning volunteers can be 
quite revealing. 

In studying regular reports, managers should look for the rate of 
turnover in specific assignment categories, accomplishments of short
term versus long-term volunteers, and assignments that have been vacant 
for an unusually long period of time. These data may alert the adminis
trator to trouble spots. For example, if turnover seems to occur monthly 
in a particular work area, there may be a problem with the paid super
visory staff or the physical work environment there. 

As with all data, numbers alone do not tell the whole story. Some 
statistics reflect normal variables in the operation of a volunteer pro
gram, such as anticipated high rates of turnover in particular months (for 
example, student volunteers leaving in May or June). Other vacancies 
may demonstrate careful screening by the director of volunteers, who is 
willing to allow vacancies to exist for a time rather than filling slots with 
inappropriate volunteers. This situation might be indicated in the report 
by a higher number of screening interviews each month than the number 
of new volunteers joining the organization. 

Ongoing volunteer program reports should give the organization 
useful information such as 

• The profile of the organization's volunteers: age ranges, racial 
distribution, neighborhoods represented, percentage of men and 
women; . 

• Exactly what volunteers do (both continuing assignments and 
special projects in any month); 

• Which work areas do and do not utilize volunteers and why; 
• Where the biggest turnover of volunteers occurs and why; 
• The number, type, and results of public relations and community 

contacts made by the volunteer program office in any month; and 
• Observations or suggestions made by volunteers that might be 

useful in management decisionmaking. 

Much of this information is useful in ongoing publicity and fundraising 
efforts as well as in internal managing. 

Evaluating the Director of Volunteers 

The evaluation of a volunteer program is not the same as an evalua
tion of the director of volunteers. It is justifiable to assess the com
petence and· achievements of the leader of the volunteer program by ex
amining the way the program is managed, but the achievements of the 
volunteers are not necessarily the reflection-nor the fault-of the direc
tor of volunteers. 
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A great deal depends on the organization's expectations of the posi
tion of director of volunteers. If all that is wanted is for the volunteer 
program to be ''maintained,'' then little creativity or vision are needed 
from the program leader. If volunteers are truly valued, however, the 
director of volunteers should be assessed as a contributing member of the 
organization's administrative team. 

The director of volunteers should be responsible for keeping in
formed about volunteerism in general. Is s/he aware of what is happen
ing with citizen participation in other types of settings? Can s/he express 
long-range goals for the volunteer program and predict changes that 
might occur in the future? Is s/he aware of trends in the arts and how 
these might affect the organization's ongoing needs for volunteer in
volvement? 

Individual Volunteer Performance Assessment 

Individual volunteer performance assessment is part of the spectrum 
of good volunteer program management techniques. It begins with having 
accurate volunteer job descriptions. A person can be held responsible for a 
specific set of tasks only if s/he clearly agreed to them when joining the 
organization. One of the major reasons groups face problems with ineffec
tive volunteers is that no one set up expectations from the beginning. In the 
absence of a job description, any criticism of a volunteer's performance 
can be countered with the statement that the volunteer was not told what 
was expected. This places the whole supervisory process on a personal 
level, which is uncomfortable for managers and volunteers. If an organiza
tion has accurate volunteer job descriptions, the evaluation process 
logically-and objectively-begins with an assessment of whether or not 
the volunteer has accomplished the tasks that were stated. Basically, the 
volunteer job description is a set of goals and objectives for the individual. 

Some still question whether it is appropriate to evaluate individual 
volunteers. They feel that volunteering should not be treated as a job and 
that volunteers will be offended to learn that someone will be assessing 
their level of performance. In the arts especially, some may confuse the 
social aspects of volunteering with people's desire to be of real help in 
supporting cultural institutions. In order to answer such concerns, it is 
necessary to address two philosophic issue areas: (1) What are general at
titudes about evaluation, and (2) What is the most effective way to work 
with volunteers? 

Despite many platitudes about the value of constructive criticism, 
most people really do not want to be told about their weaknesses. Even 
fewer enjoy being the ones doing the telling. Many employee evaluation 
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systems are little more than a cursory review of work done over a period 
of time solely for the purpose of determining whether the employee will 
get a raise or a promotion. This connection of "evaluation" to pay raises 
anxiety levels and results in very little learning. 

Because so few people have positive feelings about their experiences 
in being evaluated as employees, the concept of evaluating volunteers is 
often rejected as unnecessary. It is felt that people should not be sub
jected to scrutiny for no reason (i.e., no raise or promotion at stake), 
especially when the organization should be grateful for the time these 
people are giving voluntarily. 

Gratitude for volunteer service is legitimate, but it is hardly a reason 
to accept any and all work from volunteers as equally helpful. Organiza
tionally, it is important to know who is doing a job well, what training may 
be needed to improve skills, and similar managerial concerns. Without a 
performance assessment process, leaders of an organization cannot know 
if goals and objectives are being met to the highest possible standards. 

It is also important to note that evaluation can be extremely sup
portive of volunteers. Most volunteers want to do the best possible job. 
A well-designed performance evaluation, therefore, gives feedback-and 
meaningful recognition-on how well they are doing their jobs. If weak 
areas are uncovered, volunteers have the opportunity to improve, which 
may mean the need for better training from the organization. Wanting a 
volunteer to perform more effectively is an indication of respect, of faith 
that the person has the ability to improve. Not giving feedback implies a 
sense of low expectations from volunteers. 

The challenge is to conduct evaluation as a two-way process that 
gives both parties the chance to reaffirm commitment to each other ( or to 
decide to end the relationship). The evaluation might be called a "prog
ress assessment" or a "future action plan" so it is not simply a rehashing 
of the past. Emphasis should be on what needs to be done to get even 
more from the working relationship. The volunteer should also be en
couraged to evaluate the supports/he receives from the organization. 

The best action plan process is a combination of written forms and a 
personal interview. One might start with a questionnaire completed in
dependently by the volunteer and his or her immediate supervisor. The 
questionnaire should be attached to the job description accepted by the 
volunteer at the start of the period to be evaluated. Sample questions 
might include 
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1. Which tasks on the job description did you do most this year? 
(or, for the supervisor, "Which tasks did the volunteer do this 
year?") 
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2. Which did you do only rarely or not at all? Should these be 
deleted from the job description? 

3. Were there any tasks you did that are not listed? Should these be 
added to the job description? 

4. How would you assess your performance of each task? 
5. What might help you to improve your performance of these 

tasks? 
6. How would you describe the supervision you received on this 

assignment? 
7. How helpful was the training you received? 
8. What suggestions do you have that might make this work area 

more productive'? 
9. Do you wish to continue in this assignment? 

10. Is there anything else you would like to tell us? 

Each organization will ask different questions, depending on its needs. It 
is important to remember, however, that all assessment begins with the 
volunteer job description. 

Having each completed the preliminary questionnaire, the volunteer 
and supervisor meet to compare their answers. Each can provide recogni
tion of achievements and criticism of weak areas. The goal of this 
meeting, however, is to determine an action plan for the future. Together 
(or with the help of the volunteer program leader), they negotiate (1) 
whether the volunteer will continue in the assignment as is or with some 
changes; (2) what additional training or chances to participate the volun
teer will receive in the coming months; (3) specific strategies to improve 
weak areas uncovered; and ( 4) what new things the volunteer hopes to do 
in the coming months. This action plan is-written, dated, and signed by 
both parties. It then goes into the volunteer's record and will be used at 
the next performance assessment. 

For the volunteer program leader, this future-oriented assessment 
process has clear management implications. From the results of the ac
tion plans, the leader is able to 

1. Determine which volunteers will remain in their present assign
ments or be reassigned (either as a "promotion" or to utilize 
their skills in a different way); 

2. Update volunteer job descriptions throughout the organization; 
3. Identify training needs (i.e., if volunteers are having trouble ac

complishing parts of their assignments, perhaps the organization 
can provide some skill development areas); 

4. Discover which staff members are doing a good job supporting 
volunteers and which need to be trained to be better supervisors; 
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5. Obtain information about volunteers that can be used during the 
annual recognition process; 

6. Give volunteers the chance to give suggestions from their 
perspective that can help each volunteer assignment area and/ or 
the entire organization to work better; and 

7. Allow some volunteers to leave or be asked to leave the organ
ization. 

There are many other approaches to individual performance assess
ment of volunteers. While the first line of evaluation needs to be the im
mediate supervisor of the volunteer, since often only that person has 
first-hand knowledge of what the volunteer has been doing, the director 
of volunteers might participate in a three-way (second line) meeting with 
the volunteer and/ or the staff member. Individual evaluations may be 
conducted again through an evaluation team or panel of people selected 
annually to assess the accomplishments of all volunteers. 

Regardless of who conducts the evaluations, it is important that they 
be done on a regular basis for every volunteer. If a performance assess
ment is only done when a volunteer is doing a job poorly, the process is 
likely to be viewed negatively. On the other hand, if volunteers expect an 
annual progress assessment that occurs equitably and impartially for 
everyone, the procedure itself becomes neutral and can be approached 
positively. 

An exit interview should be held with volunteers who are leaving the 
organization. If the termination date is known in advance, the exit inter
view permits closure for both the volunteer and the organization and 
demonstrates recognition for the end of valued services. If a volunteer 
simply stops coming, the effort to contact him or her and discover the 
reason(s) can be very helpful. At best, it might result in the volunteer re
commiting to the organization. At worst, it will reveal what caused dis
satisfaction-information that might help prevent future unexpected 
departures of volunteers. 

Firing a Volunteer 

The possibility exists that a volunteer is not maintaining an accept
able standard of work and should be "fired." Ideally, the mutual assess
ment process will allow the volunteer to admit discomfort in his or her 
role. If this does not occur, however, organizational leaders must 
reassign or fire volunteers who are not doing the work properly. If this is 
not done, volunteers will feel that hard work is unvalued while poor 
work is tolerated. It is better to support the majority of volunteers who 
are doing a fine job than to protect the few who are not. 
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Ideally, the daily supervisory process will target volunteers who are 
having problems with their assignments. This should allow for trouble
shooting well in advance of having to fire a volunteer. A trial run that 
allows both the organization and the volunteer to assess the success of 
the volunteer's assignment after a few weeks permits early handling of a 
clearly inappropriate placement. No volunteer should feel that his or her 
assignment is a right; all work must be assessed in terms of the organiza
tion's needs. The best volunteers understand and accept such a premise. 
Only weak volunteers place their sense of ownership over the good of the 
organization as a whole. 

Reluctance to enforce standards may result from a feeling that deal
ing with a weak volunteer carries risks. Concern might center around los
ing a donor, complaints reaching someone important, or generating bad 
public relations. There may indeed be some backlash from asking a vol
unteer to leave, but keeping a volunteer who is doing poor work may be 
turning off (and away) good volunteers and potential donors. The conse
quences of not acting to remove an inappropriate volunteer are likely to 
be worse than any resulting from him or her being fired. 

The need to fire a volunteer often is preventable by careful screening 
of candidates prior to assignment. If there are signs that a person might 
be inappropriate for a particular slot, concern about continuing a va
cancy should not be so strong that the placement is made despite initial 
doubts. When inappropriate assignments are made, management time 
and energy are dissipated in dealing with the problems that result. 

In recent years, court cases have established that volunteers must be 
treated with the same concern for civil rights that is shown to employees. 
This means that an organization must fire a volunteer in a legally correct 
manner. In general, the organization should have written documentation 
of the reasons for the dismissal. It is legitimate to establish certain rules 
for both employees and volunteers, the violation of which would result in 
automatic removal from a position. Aside from the commission of a 
crime, such as theft, an organization might stress that someone can be 
fired for removing an art object from the building without proper protec
tive packaging, allowing visitors into security areas, and similar infrac
tions. If volunteers are informed of these rules during their orientation, 
the organization can enforce the rules whenever they are violated. A writ
ten report of the incident should be kept. An appeals process, com
parable for employees and volunteers, also should be established. 

The need to remove a volunteer from a position because s/he is not 
performing up to expectations is more complicated. Here a distinction 
might be drawn between volunteers who have been with the organization 
a long time and those recruited by the current program leaders. Newer 
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volunteers should have been given a job description and told about the 
annual progress assessment. Weak performance should be identified 
early and attempts made either to train the volunteer or reassign him or 
her to another set of tasks. These actions should be recorded and dated. 
The decision to fire therefore comes as the final step of a series of actions 
designed to improve performance. 

When a volunteer has longevity, it becomes harder to enforce stan
dards that have previously been lax. It also may be impossible to deter
mine whether or not the volunteer was told long ago what was expected. 
The first step is to agree with the volunteer on a job description. The per
son should write out what s/he has been doing, and the volunteer pro
gram leader should list what the organization needs in that position. By 
comparing the two lists, areas of agreement and disagreement can be 
identified. Once a job description has been negotiated, it becomes the 
basis for the volunteer's accountability. If the person resists the need for 
a job description, that can be a starting point for documenting a non
cooperative attitude. 

Often a weak volunteer is not surprised to hear that the organization 
is dissatisfied. S/he senses the negative reactions of supervisors and col
leagues and may feel some discomfort with his or her own performance. 
Confronting the volunteer directly is always more appropriate than com
plaining to others. 

Focusing on a problem may uncover unexpected situations. The vol
unteer may not be the one causing the problem. If the assessment process 
truly elicits two-way feedback, it might show that an employee is being so 
nonsupportive that the volunteer cannot perform well. The employee 
should not automatically be assumed to be beyond blame. Each specific 
situation must be analyzed and appropriate action taken. 

Assessing Employee Management of Volunteers 

If volunteers are to be assessed, an organization also should evaluate 
whether or not employees have done their best to enable volunteers to 
perform well. Frequently no mention is made of working with volunteers 
in employees' job descriptions, which is a major oversight. If a staff 
member is expected to supervise or work with volunteers, that role 
should be part of the job description. To demonstrate sincerity in want
ing to integrate volunteers into the organization, each staff member 
should be held accountable for his or her role in facilitating volunteer 
performance. 

Pleasant and productive supervision of volunteers by the staff 
should be rewarded by the organization. Nonsupportive, unproductive 
interaction with volunteers should be critiqued and corrected. A system 
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of rewards for employees who are successful managers of volunteers 
serves as a positive example for the entire staff. 

Conclusion 

The arts in the United States have always depended upon the in
volvement of volunteers for their survival. Volunteers, as patrons, 
donors, audiences, and operational support workers, have maintained 
most cultural institutions and organizations in communities large and 
small. Gratitude for such continuing voluntary service is legitimate, but 
this does not mean overlooking nonproductive work. The best recogni
tion of the worth of volunteers is to maximize their impact. 

The subject of evaluation reflects an organization's attitude about 
volunteers. If volunteers are not seen as part of the service team, no one 
will care about assessing their accomplishments. If, however, volunteers 
are accepted as important partners in achieving the organization's mis
sion, evaluating their performance will be seen as important. In the last 
analysis, no one volunteers to waste time-and no arts organization can 
afford to waste anyone's time. 
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Brann Wry: Good morning, and welcome to this roundtable on volun
teers in the arts. I want to thank our host for the roundtable, Milton 
Rhodes, president of the American Council for the Arts, and his very 
able assistant, Sarah Foote. 

The Journal of Arts Management and Law was founded around six
teen years ago as Performing Arts Review, which was taken over by 
Heldref Publications in 1981. At that point, the new executive editors
Joan Jeffri of Columbia University, Valerie Morris from The American 
University, and I-thought we should rename it and recast it into a jour
nal that served the areas of arts management and arts law. 

You will be part of the series of special issues that appear annually in 
the journal. We have investigated fields like public policy, information 
systems in the arts, labor relations in the arts, and consumer behavior 
and marketing in the arts. This year's special issue will focus on volun
teerism in the arts in the United States. When we developed the topic, I 
thought immediately of Joan Kuyper and Susan Brainerd as two great 
leaders in volunteerism in the arts. I thank them and each of you for your 
contribution to this issue. 

Susan Brainerd: Our working title for this issue of The Journal of Arts 
Management and Law is the Fabric of Cultural Volunteering. Although 
the latest Gallup poll showed that more than one in three people are 
volunteering today, there still is a buyers' market for volunteers because 

@ Copyright 1987 Winifred Brown, Minette Cooper, Betty Jane Gerber, Phyllis Mills, and Milton Rhodes. All Rights 
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there are more positions available than volunteers to fill them. Managers 
in arts organizations are seeking ways to compete successfully for the 
time and energy of the serious volunteers that we all want. Therefore, we 
would like to share information among volunteers and volunteer man
agers about the roles of volunteers and how arts organizations can make 
the volunteer experience more productive and more enjoyable. I am 
grateful that you're here today to contribute your ideas on these issues. 

Joan Kuyper: I also say welcome. When Susan and I started this project, 
we discussed the kinds of articles we wanted. We requested a variety of 
articles to represent all kinds of fields, but we felt we didn't have the per
sonal testimonial type of article that was needed. This article will repre
sent that offering of personal experience that gives life and interest to all 
the statistics. We picked Winnie Brown, the director of Mayor Koch's 
Voluntary Action Center, as a moderator because of her wide range of 
information in the field. 

Winifred Brown: Today we have a distinguished panel of people whose 
experience lends a great deal to the discussion of volunteerism in the arts. 
Across the country, there's a fascinating dialogue going on about the 
meaning of volunteerism and how it contributes to life in the 1980s. 
Volunteerism is an American value that we have treasured over many 
years. Unless that value system is examined periodically and defined in 
relation to its current context, something may get lost. We may find our
selves relying upon platitudes that perhaps were adequate ten or twenty 
years ago but that do not address some of the needs of this era. One of 
the things we're attempting to do today is to have a dialogue specifically 
about volunteerism to meet today's needs in the field of cultural arts in 
this nation. I've asked each of the panelists to think about the sociologi
cal trends in our nation today, things that are happening politically, 
anything in American society today that is having an effect on volunteer
ism and volunteer management in the field of cultural arts. 

Betty Jane Gerber: I think the economic situation in this country is go
ing to require that all people who are involved in the arts will have to 
become better trained and more interested in creative management. The 
discussions on Capitol Hill that have to do with reducing the deficit will 
mean that programs that have been available to give grants are not going 
to be available. This is going to put an enormous responsibility on 
trustees and other volunteers to come up with creative solutions to fill the 
vacuum. I believe it can be done because American volunteers are cre
ative enough to tum potential problems into opportunities and come up 
with solutions to crises. 
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Milton Rhodes: My thought is on tax reform and how to take advantage 
of the new privileges that are going to be available for individuals who 
volunteer. We haven't developed all those advantages yet as volunteers, 
but I think over the next few years we will. The Independent Sector says 
that volunteerism will grow from 3.5 hours per week, which is what Amer
icans now average, to 5 hours per week by 1991. I feel that if people get ac
tive in organizations, they eventually will support the organizations finan
cially. This is something I think the American people are going to be called 
on to do more of because of what was said about economic conditions. 

The Urban Institute says that in the last five years, we have had $24 
billion cut out of the nonprofit sector. With tax reform, we've lost another 
$12 billion out of the $79 billion that has been given to nonprofits (in 1985 
dollars). It is imperative that we find more ways for volunteers to reach 
their potential and also find new loopholes that may be put into the next 
tax reform act in June so that we can spur on volunteers. 

Minette Cooper: I think that we also have different lifestyles that are go
ing to encourage people at both ends of the spectrum to help us. Senior 
adults now live longer, have better health, have more free time and more 
money. They are available, and they often have outstanding managerial 
skills. They also have real interests that have been tested through a life
time, and they are marvelous volunteers. We have to find out what types 
of jobs they want and provide the transportation to get them to those 
jobs. On the other hand, we have a group of youngsters that has been 
raised in an era in which the arts have become part of the education of 
much of our population. Many young people are interested in the arts 
and are willing to give some time. Their time and financial resources are 
limited, but, given an interesting and exciting project with limited 
responsibility, we have an enormous wealth of young people available. 

Phyllis Mills: You bring up the need to have the right job for the right 
person. It is very important in volunteerism to put people into the right 
slots. Around Lincoln Center, the audiences are older, not younger, and 
that is a great concern. Maybe the best way to get young people involved 
is to bring them into the organizations as volunteers, and then hopefully 
they will become audiences. We see a graying of our audiences that is 
disturbing. We would like to reverse this. 

Minette Cooper: We did a demographic study at the Virginia Symphony 
and learned that 55 percent of our population was over 64. We began to 
aim our marketing at the "yuppie" population. We started with younger 
volunteers doing things of interest to them. We put our advertisements 
on television. We went to a festival called TGIF, which is a downtown 
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gathering for the under-40 business population. We've been deliberately 
aiming the marketing at "yuppies" and trying to get them involved both 
in attending performances and in volunteering. 

Winifred Brown: I'd like to raise another question. I read a book, From 
the Top Down, by Susan Ellis. She says that too often, when we talk 
about volunteerism, we talk in terms of money. If we didn't need money, 
what would be our selling points for volunteers? Suppose we had all the 
money we needed to meet current needs, to do everything in the arts we 
wanted to do. Would we still need volunteers? And if so, what would we 
do with them? 

Minette Cooper: In European countries, the arts are state supported, 
and they don't use many volunteers. We have a NATO group from 
Europe that comes to Norfolk each year. They're very interested in the 
concept of volunteering and frequently will take some of our ideas home. 

Winifred Brown: Do you mean that we really would not need volunteers if 
we did it the European way and were heavily supported by the government? 

Phyllis Mills: I certainly hope that would not be the case, but it may ap
pear that way when you look at volunteers in different sizes of sym
phonies across the country. The smaller orchestras use many more volun
teers in far more creative and exciting positions than the larger orchestras 
who can afford staff to do the work. It may seem that if management can 
afford to pay, they would rather have a staff person than a volunteer. 
What is crucial here, however, is that volunteers bring a different 
perspective to the whole organization. They join us by choice and are not 
working because they have to earn a salary. They have broad contacts in 
the communities and therefore can offer that diversity of insight. 

Betty Jane Gerber: In our country today, cultural pluralism is becoming 
more and more a factor in decisionmaking. This is going to have an enor
mous impact in the next 20 to 30 years, and we see volunteers adding 
perspective and broadening the goal-setting horizons of management. In
stitutions should use their volunteers in setting goals that will bring them 
more up to date and help them move ahead for the future. 

Milton Rhodes: I think Americans get involved in issues no matter what 
is happening internally in organizations, no matter whether the staff is 
there or not. From the beginning, Americans have wanted to get involved 
in issues. For example, orchestras were formed very early by conductors 
or musicians who wanted to perform. Local arts groups form because 
there is a person or a group of people in the community who are artists or 
volunteers. The issue of the day for the arts is: What's going to get 
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people more active and involved? And we, as arts professionals and arts 
volunteers, must build alliances to articulate issue-oriented causes that 
we all experience in our neighborhood arts programs, government arts 
programs, or corporate cause-related marketing of arts programs. We 
have to make it critical for people to want to get involved in these issues. 
I think we have to focus around the issues of the day, and then work
whether volunteer or paid-will develop to fill the void. 

Minette Cooper: One of the things that seems to be happening all over 
our country is that a great number of emerging arts organizations are be
ing founded to foster a particular ethnic group or cultural heritage. They 
are attracting a new group of arts volunteers that is often very capable. 
They are the kind of people who could be staff members if there were 
money but aren't because there isn't money at this early stage of develop
ment. Once some of these people have established their own arts agen
cies, they form networks with others. They become part of the boards of 
established organizations. The focus of their volunteerism is sharing 
their cultural heritage with the rest of us. I think that's a very significant 
event in volunteerism in this country. 

Winifred Brown: Let's look for a moment at this question. Some say 
that different motivations drive volunteers to come into the cultural field 
than attract them to social agencies. Do you think this is true? 

Betty Jane Gerber: Could I start with similarities? The most positive 
aspects of all the things we do are the things that draw us together. I 
recently heard the comment that a "widespread tradition of organized 
neighborliness" was dictated by hardship in our emerging country. This 
was something that brought people into volunteering,_ and I think that 
there still is a need today that makes us a nation of joiners. Our ancestors 
came from societies with rigid structures that were very formalized. They 
suddenly had to find new ways of extending their families, and they 
formed self-help communities. Today there is a new situation in this 
country-and probably in the world-in which "high technology" be
gins to require "high touch" in the human experience. We need to ex
perience situations in which we can be much more involved with each 
other. Common interests and similarities among volunteers increase par
ticipation to a considerable extent. 

Winifred Brown: Maybe that hands-on approach is an important ra
tionale for having volunteers regardless of the dollars, because that per
sonal experience gives them a deeper feeling for the arts and a chance to 
become more involved. 
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Betty Jane Gerber: High technology does make one look more deeply 
into the arts for just that reason. 

Winifred Brown: Minette, how does this fit in with your previous com
ment about the emerging services? What's attracting people to volunteer 
in those areas? 

Minette Cooper: The fact that the arts are so important to all of these 
people. This is the first culture in Western civilization in which humans 
have segregated the arts from regular life. The arts used to be an integral 
part of religion, and everybody participated in them all the time. They 
were not something that you only experienced when you went to a con
cert hall. The arts were part of people's culture in their homeland, a 
necessary part of everyday life. In the last century or so, we have created 
a situation where the arts are separate. People are now beginning to 
change this. There are more and more small organizations where you can 
go to throw a clay pot or perform as an amateur musician and more and 
more opportunities to experience performances of art from other cul
tures. It seems to be critically important to many people to get back into 
the participatory forms of the arts which we all need. 

Winifred Brown: You're saying that active participation is one of the 
major things that will draw people to the arts, but I think you're also say
ing that it is a fundamental need of human nature to participate in the 
arts. If that is true, there ought to be a tremendous pool of people volun
teering for the arts, and it ought to be as easy to recruit for the arts as it is 
for any social service agency. 

Minette Cooper: Or easier. 

Winifred Brown: Or easier, which is an interesting statement. Do you all 
agree with that? 

All: Yes. 

Minette Cooper: It seems to me that many people who used to join 
boards of directors as the policymakers joined those boards that carried 
a considerable amount of prestige and control of large quantities of 
money. Those organizations were universities, hospitals, and major arts 
organizations with physical structures. The men especially felt that this 
was where they had both expertise and interest. As times have changed, 
more arts organizations have become structured. They've become major, 
they control significant quantities of money, and they affect what goes 
on in the community. The arts agencies have become more intriguing for 
business people. 
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Simultaneously, I think we have begun to develop an artistically 
literate society. Many people have learned enough about the arts to 
become more actively involved. People who before were only interested in 
the community fund now support artistic endeavors. As they have joined, 
other people who simply want to be with these people have come along. 

So, we've had three reasons for people joining arts boards and vol
unteering in the arts. First, we can interest those who sense that the arts 
have become big business and are significant in the community. Second, 
people join to be with the movers and shakers; and third, people who are 
literate in the arts support us because the arts are so important to their 
lives that they want to ensure that the arts stay alive in their communities. 

Winifred Brown: If that is true, then what do you feel are the most ef
fective ways to attract people into the arts program? 

Milton Rhodes: The recent study done by Yankelovich on charitable 
behavior of Americans reported that the reason Americans don't give 
more and volunteer more is because they are not asked. Generally, when
ever I have asked, most people will help in some way. I came into this 
meeting feeling that there wasn't a great deal of difference between those 
who volunteer for the arts and those who might support health and edu
cation. But as we have been talking, I started thinking about the link be
tween health agencies and the fear of dying or the devotion of a person to a 
cause because a relative died of that disease. That makes the health agen
cies' case more crucial. We have to link the arts to this kind of necessity in 
the mind of the public. If we can tie into education that is making news or 
to current issues that attract public attention, we can somehow pull on the 
heartstrings of people to get out and support the organizations. 

Winifred Brown: There are those who say that the arts form the soul of 
the community. It is the expression of the humanity of the community that 
makes one community different from another. The arts are what help to 
shape the communities, so we do have a big challenge to recruit volunteers. 
We also hear that it is difficult to maintain volunteers. What are the roles 
and responsibilities of boards of trustees toward service volunteers? 

Betty Jane Gerber: One thing boards of trustees have to take into con
sideration is setting high standards of professionalism, not only for the 
staff but for the volunteers themselves. I feel that this is what gives the 
participants in any kind of arts organization their sense of worth. Profes
sionalism, whether one is paid or unpaid, is essential to one's sense of 
respect. The boards have a great responsibility to see that high standards 
are set to encourage professionalism and respect. 
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Winifred Brown: Would you indicate some of the standards that ought 
to be met? Phyllis said that when she first started, finding challenging 
volunteer jobs was terribly important. Part of the problem may be that 
we recruit without a clear picture of what volunteers will do after they 
have been recruited. Frequently, the kind of job assigned isn't what the 
volunteer expected to be doing. 

Minette Cooper: I often have a pretty clear idea of what I'm trying to 
recruit someone for, but too often I have found that the job doesn't suit 
the person I'm going after. It can only work if the person doing the 
recruiting revises the job. For example, we might split the job in half and 
make two jobs out of it. Then we can accommodate the time available 
from the volunteers we are trying to recruit. 

Winifred Brown: Milton said earlier that the Independent Sector has a 
new objective to try to increase the number of hours of each volunteer 
from 3.5 to 5 hours per week. If we are going to do this, we're going to 
need to have more types of jobs. I think if we talked to volunteer center 
directors across the country who are trying to find the volunteers to meet 
various organizations' needs, we would hear that the job descriptions 
received are somewhat limited in imagination. If we're going to increase 
volunteerism to 5 hours a week and look for new sources of people, then 
we have to ask what makes that job interesting and important. 

Phyllis Mills: Every job can be made important because different people 
have different interests. I sometimes fear that too much importance is at
tached to the people who raise a lot of money or run the biggest benefit. 
Then there's the lady who will come three days a week and work from 9 
to 5 stuffing envelopes or standing behind the ticket counter. These 
people are very important, too, and I'm afraid we're forgetting them in 
trying to be so professional. We've got all these job descriptions, which 
are necessary for the upper echelon, but we can't lose that lower echelon 
of people, and we must make them feel their contributions are impor
tant. We must not make them feel that the leadership is elite, which is a 
big problem in some arts organizations where competition exists between 
classes of volunteers. 

Betty Jane Gerber: Attention to job descriptions from top to bottom can 
be essential in making people feel important. When I say top to bottom, I 
am not referring to a hierarchy. The importance of a job description is 
that when individuals come in, those persons are given some idea of what 
they're going to do, how they're going to go about it, and what sort of 
support they're going to get from the institution. It is essential that jobs 
be clearly defined because otherwise it's very difficult to evaluate 
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whether you're meeting any of the goals you have set. Job descriptions 
and the resulting evaluations provide a sense of status and worth and 
help make people feel that they're important. 

Milton Rhodes: I once worked for an organization that was over
organized. There were too many job descriptions, and the board wasn't 
allowed flexibility in determining their reasons for being. No one said, "I 
also need your brain.'' If I were the director of a local ethnic arts center, 
before I could even consider writing a job description, I would have to 
recruit some people for my board. I'm not very clear about what I'm do
ing, but I have decided to form a company or a neighborhood arts center 
or something like that, and I found out that I need a board to get my 
50l(c)(3) status. I don't know what I want that board to do. In a way, I 
have to say to those people, "Come wing it with me. Let's get this thing 
going.'' That is what, in so many cases today, creates excitement and at
tracts new people to get involved in our creative activities. 

Phyllis Mills: The most exciting project I've ever done as a volunteer was 
creating the Radiothon at the New York Philharmonic. We had no idea 
of what we were going to do. Now, it's very organized, and it runs so ef
ficiently. During the first one, though, we had a group that was just out 
there winging it, and we had a lot of fun. There is that very special excite
ment that you can get over creating something. 

Betty Jane Gerber: Creating a new organization or project really does 
require a lot of flexibility during the unstructured, creative period, but 
then you have to move on. You have to set some goals and a sense of 
structure at that point. It is also good to allow people to participate at 
this stage who have not had broad experience in board structures and 
dynamics in order that they be trained in this type of situation. 

Winifred Brown: We're talking about something fundamental. One of 
the problems is maintaining that spirit of creativity and dynamic par
ticipation when the organization has become large and begins to have a 
history. Those organizations that have survived and been successful have 
done it because they have been able to maintain that spirit. I'd like to go 
back to feeling important as a volunteer. How does somebody feel im
portant, or how does the job feel important if it is very structured? How 
do we keep that spirit of creativity alive, and what can the organization 
do to make that happen? 

Minette Cooper: It seems to me that you have to have people in leader
ship roles who have very high energy levels. This creates a sense of en
thusiasm, if not excitement. All work has value if people believe that do-
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ing it is critical to the success of the organization. In addition, you need 
to recruit people for both paid and unpaid work who have real en
thusiasm for whatever the job is. 

Phyllis Mills: To keep the excitement going in a volunteer structure 
when we reorganized the volunteer program at the New York Philhar
monic, we blended the Junior Committee with the old Auxiliary Board to 
form the Volunteer Council. I predict that in twenty years or sooner, 
there will be a junior group established to serve the needs of that time. 
You've got to make sure you can deal with what's happening at the time. 
We allow creative change in our structure because nothing ever is set in 
stone. That helps keep the excitement going. 

Betty Jane Gerber: When we speak of creative planning and manage
ment, I think of the Children's Museum in Boston where they work with 
counselors in high schools and probation officers in a program called 
"Kids at Risk." These children are often very intelligent, but they have 
not yet learned to focus their energies and abilities. They have brought 
these kids to the museum, and they have become wonderful ambassadors 
to the rest of the community for that museum. This has drawn in enor
mous numbers of other young people, and these "kids at risk" have 
moved into the larger planning stages of that museum. 

Winifred Brown: You are providing another answer to an earlier ques
tion about what volunteers can do even if we have all the money we need. 
One of the major things they can do is be ambassadors. They can speak 
for the organization, and others will listen because they have no personal 
stake. They are not earning a salary. They are there because of their con
cern. People listen to volunteers. 

I would like to focus on the real responsibilities of a board of direc
tors to the large work force of volunteers within an organization. In 
many cultural institutions, for instance, there may be a board of direc
tors of fifty people, but there are possibly hundreds of service volunteers 
working in the institution. In that sense, they are personnel just as paid 
staff are personnel, and the board has a responsibility for them. What 
are some of the direct responsibilities a board of directors has for these 
personnel? 

Betty Jane Gerber: One responsibility the board has is to help protect 
the volunteers and staff in a very litigious society. An organization today 
can get into trouble if the board is not aware of various aspects of the law 
and insurance. I'd like to recommend two books-Aspects to Protecting 
Volunteers, which resulted from an Arts and Business Council project, 
and The Responsibilities of a Charity Volunteer Board, published by the 
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Better Business Bureau. Everyone who is involved in 501(c)(3) organiza
tions should be familiar with this book because the Better Business 
Bureau can speak from experience as an organization that advises people 
who are donating funds to nonprofits. It also assesses whether an organi
zation is actually carrying out its mission. Another good resource is 
Museum Trusteeship by Gordon Uhlberg, published by the American 
Association of Museums Trustee Committee. It is one of the most infor
mative books for training boards about these responsibilities. 

Winifred Brown: VOLUNTEER, The National Center has available a 
volunteer readership catalogue listing all the publications they feel are of 
interest on volunteerism, whether it be board management, volunteer ad
ministration, the role of the volunteer, or general volunteerism. This 
listing offers professionals and volunteers a broad spectrum of resources. 

Betty Jane Gerber: The Arts and Business Council (ABC) has volunteer 
lawyers and accountants available to help you understand what your 
liabilities are and how you can best protect the people that you have to 
work with. Presently, sixty-six centers are being established around the 
country by the ABC to advise artists and organizations. 

Milton Rhodes: Let me mention one other group, the Volunteer Law
yers for the Arts. They have approximately 1,600 lawyers who belong to 
forty chapters around the country that help arts groups in contract 
negotiations, real estate issues, and so on. They also have a very good 
pamphlet on incorporating as a nonprofit organization and the kinds of 
protection you need to have as a nonprofit arts organization. 

Another area of board responsibility I'd like to discuss is insurance. 
From what I understand, liability coverage has doubled for arts organi
zations in the last two years. That means if you were paying $3,000 for a 
$1,000,000 policy for your small arts organization, you are now probably 
paying twice that, and you need $5,000,000 in coverage because the 
liability cases have increased substantially over the last year or so. A 
number of states-Oklahoma was the leading one-have taken action to 
limit the liabilities of boards of directors of nonprofit organizations to 
$100,000. Also, volunteers who might be hurt stumbling in the park 
owned by the museum would be covered to a limit of $100,000. 

Phyllis Mills: Most of the boards I've been on have decided not to take 
out as much insurance as they would like because they cannot afford it. 

Winifred Brown: Insurance is an extremely technical issue. Boards 
should be informed about those aspects of insurance that affect volun
teers just as they have to be informed about other legal matters, in-
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eluding current legislation before the city, state, and Federal govern
ments, that affect volunteers. I am thinking about tax deductions and a 
whole range of issues. 

How do we protect a volunteer from making a mistake-from be
coming embarrassed or from getting involved in something he or she 
shouldn't be involved in? An example would be a volunteer overstepping 
the lines defined as a staff role, perhaps because the volunteer didn't 
understand the divisions of responsibility. How is the board of directors 
responsible to protect the volunteers from becoming embarrassed about 
making a mistake in an unclearly defined area, then perhaps leaving out 
of frustration? 

Milton Rhodes: This will be controversial, but I'm going to say it 
because I've heard it from staff members. In my position as a volunteer 
for many years on the American Council for the Arts board, one of the 
things people say is "blame it on the staff." That's a common thing to 
do. We constantly try to do that as volunteers, and we often don't realize 
we're doing it. The staff becomes our scapegoat when we haven't taken 
the responsibility to define roles ourselves. 

Betty Jane Gerber: At the same time, the staff likes to say, "blame it on 
a volunteer." To protect volunteers in this sense, the board should have a 
very good oversight of the training of volunteers. 

Minette Cooper: You're absolutely right. Museum volunteers are an ex
ample, because they are so much better trained than most other arts vol
unteers. Museum training for docents is very specific. 

Milton Rhodes: The reporting systems and the bureaucracy should pro
tect us from embarrassing ourselves. Generally, the guilds or the 
women's organizations or the men's organizations should have some 
system to communicate with the board that's ultimately responsible for 
the financial health and viability of the organization. Frequently, I've 
seen volunteer organizations who were disenfranchised by the manage
ment of the museum or orchestra set up a separate 50l(c)(3) outside the 
organization to determine their own future. They wanted to decide if 
they were going to give to the organization and determine for themselves 
how much to give. 

Winifred Brown: What is the responsibility of a board of directors to en
sure that both paid and unpaid people are representing us adequately in 
the community? 

Betty Jane Gerber: I would like to support the business of training. Once 
we've recruited, we have the job of training. 
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Winifred Brown: But what do we do if we've got one person on staff 
part time, and that person doesn't have the time to train volunteers? 

Betty Jane Gerber: If the professional staff does not have the time for 
training, volunteers may have to set up their own structure and training 
programs. If the board of directors is involved, they can see that training 
is carried out. I would hope that the professional staff would be involved 
in some way, but reality often works against that. We can begin to think 
of resources in community colleges or community organizations such as 
the Junior League as sources of training assistance. 

Winifred Brown: If a paid staff member can do only one thing in rela
tion to training, what should it be? 

Milton Rhodes: My feeling is that the staff has a clear sense of where the 
organization wants to go, and that I, as professional staff, should sit 
down with that new board member or volunteer and communicate what 
we're trying to do. I would do my own orientation if I couldn't find any
one else to do it or did not have a formal volunteer organization to do the 
orientation session. More and more organizations seem to be trying to 
have an initial meeting, or the staff goes to the volunteer's office where 
they introduce the organization, its structure, its personnel, and its mis
sion and talk about what this volunteer is going to be expected to do. In 
fact, more and more smaller organizations are doing this in a two-tiered 
form. Prospective board members are told what they will be expected to 
do before they join. Once they have agreed to join, they have a meeting 
with the other new people to learn about the organization. That is what I 
see as a two-tiered structure. The service volunteers as opposed to board 
volunteers almost never get that preliminary call unless they have a friend 
who is recruiting them, but they very often do have the opportunity of 
having some kind of initial meeting as a group. 

The training is only, shall we say, 50 percent effective because time 
is so short. Docents in museums have long training periods. Some of my 
friends go to sessions for twenty weeks before they become qualified 
docents. Most other organizations that utilize service volunteers, how
ever, have a very short period of time to share information. A lot of my 
friends have said to me, "Oh, I've been a member of this organization 
now for five years, and I finally understand what it does.'' That means 
five years in which this person could have created all kinds of problems. 

Phyllis Mills: There was no orientation when I became a volunteer at the 
Philharmonic. There was no orientation at the board level, either, be
cause I'd been around as a volunteer, which didn't mean I knew exactly 
what the board did. With the new board structure, there is an orienta-
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tion, and, from feedback we get, we seem to have a very good program 
and a high percentage of members showing up for orientation. We also 
interview prospective members, but the orientation is more important 
than the interview. 

Winifred Brown: Even in smaller organizations, orientation is impor
tant. Communication in the smaller organizations is often assumed. We 
are sure that everyone knows the important things we are doing at the 
moment. In a big organization, you are forced to structure, and com
munication should be better. In small organizations, you have to be even 
more careful because you assume people know things they may not know. 

Betty Jane Gerber: Communication is absolutely essential. All the 
various levels of management and volunteers should be communicating in 
some manner. Channels need to be established and well tended because 
major problems arise when there is a lack of communication. It is a part of 
the volunteers' reward to be able to hear what the board and the staff and 
director are doing so they feel they are part of the organization's mission. 
They need to feel they are helping to accomplish these goals. I think that 
communication, whether it is a written newsletter or whatever, can have a 
salubrious effect. 

Minette Cooper: One issue that hasn't been raised in the area of com
munication is that the staff member who has been or is currently a 
volunteer for other organizations seems to understand far better what the 
volunteers in his or her own organization are experiencing. The staff 
member who is not actively involved as a volunteer is often not as sen
sitive to volunteers. This means giving the staff member time to par
ticipate in other organizations. I have found that if staff members have 
never been volunteers, you can talk until you're blue in the face, and you 
really don't convince them of the validity of the professional perception 
of the volunteer. 

Winifred Brown: Maybe that says something about the qualifications 
for hiring a person who is going to be the head of an organization in 
which there are a great many volunteers. 

Milton Rhodes: I gave a talk last week in Illinois to a group of staff 
members from community arts councils throughout that state. I told 
them about the goal of the Independent Sector to have everyone volun
teer five hours per week and told them, "That includes all of you-five 
hours per week outside of your paid arts job." The immediate reaction 
was, "We already spend 60-80 hours in our jobs. We are a different kind 
of volunteer because our jobs are underpaid and our hours of involve-
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ment in a community are much more extensive than others. We think a 
lot of our work is actually volunteer." I said, "Sorry, you're just like the 
rest of society. You may work a few more hours, and you may be under
paid, but you still have to spend time volunteering in the community if 
you're going to keep in touch with what people on your boards and vol
unteer organizations are all about and are going through." Most of our 
board volunteers are CEOs who also have volunteer positions, and they 
work their buns off. You may want to delete that comment, but I feel 
very strongly about the point. I don't think arts professionals are any dif
ferent just because they work 80 hours per week. They have to look for 
five hours of volunteer time to give. 

Winifred Brown: How do you think we build mutual respect and ad
miration from the point of view of the volunteer to the staff and the staff 
to the volunteer? One can't get along without the other. 

Phyllis Mills: Communication is essential. If a volunteer is working on a 
public relations project with a public relations person on staff, they 
hopefully build respect for each other. If volunteers are separate from 
staff, you have trouble. The volunteers go off and do things on their 
own. It ends up with no mutual understanding. 

Minette Cooper: We must have frank and open exchange. Someone who 
is devious can unglue a whole organization. 

Winifred Brown: Absolutely. You need the top staff and top volunteer 
management to say, "I'm telling you the way I see it, and if you don't 
agree with me, let's hash it out." The worst scenario is to bury the dis
agreement. It just rears up again. 

Phyllis Mills: Staff sometimes has a problem doing that. I used to argue 
with them when they'd complain to me about a volunteer. I would tell 
them, ''You've got to talk to that person. The volunteer is a human being 
doing a job, and you must treat him or her that way. Otherwise, you're 
going to get more frustrated." 

Winifred Brown: What are some other things that will build a sense of 
mutual respect? 

Milton Rhodes: The one thing that always kept me active in nonprofits 
was having the director or the president of the board say, "I'm listening 
to you, and your opinion is important to me. Keep making those crazy 
suggestions. Maybe one of them will hit." The feedback you get from an 
organization is very important for a volunteer's feeling of being needed. 
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Betty Jane Gerber: And the board and staff should be able to appreciate 
criticism and see it as an opportunity to improve their performance all 
the way up and down the line. 

Winifred Brown: We've been discussing how we can build a sense of 
mutual admiration and respect-the volunteer for the staff member and 
the staff member for the volunteer. We've also talked about the impor
tance of communication and of people knowing what they are supposed 
to do. Are there some other key issues you want to discuss? 

Betty Jane Gerber: Having been interested in volunteer advocacy, I'm 
going to bring up something that may rustle a few feathers. For quite 
some time, I have prepared a professional curriculum vita whether I'm 
paid or not. I see that whatever I do is professional. I think the profes
sional staff can help their volunteers understand this by helping them 
develop their own curriculum vitae. It gives both paid and volunteer staff 
a sense of what they are accomplishing. If the volunteers should move on 
to paid jobs, they have something to show for what they've done. I think 
that a curriculum vita or a resume provides people with a sense of pride 
in their experience. 

Minette Cooper: Perhaps even more so than pins and placards. 

Betty Jane Gerber: Much more so because the important thing is that 
one's life is focused. One has set priorities and has seen to it that they are 
accomplished. It gives volunteers a true sense of accomplishment that a 
little piece of paper on the wall simply does not do. 

Minette Cooper: I want to make a point about appreciation, which is 
almost the same. Appreciation means letting everybody know at the time 
that what they've done is significant, vital, and critical. That means 
training everybody on the staff to say "thank you" to the volunteers 
whenever they do something useful. 

Phyllis Mills: Volunteers ought to thank the staff, too. 

Minette Cooper: That's the other half of it. This past weekend we had 
an opening, and it was incredible. We had the best attendance we've ever 
had. I sent a few flowers to each staff member because they'd done 
something that was far beyond what we have been paying them to do. 
The sense of appreciation for every job done right and done with loving 
care is something we must say "thank you" for over and over again. 

Winifred Brown: I want to reemphasize Phyllis' comment about thank
ing staff. It is demeaning to the person when there is an impression that 
staff will only do this because they get paid. It's as though we were saying 
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that we don't believe in the organization; we're just doing it for the 
money. We want to demonstrate a partnership. We are sharing in our in
terest in the future of this organization. 

Minette Cooper: Public recognition and appreciation also can be very 
helpful. If the organization has a bulletin board, we can highlight a staff 
member as well as a volunteer member so people do get public recogni
tion for jobs that are done particularly well. 

Winifred Brown: We also can give recognition by providing people with 
information. However, it's very important for people to understand
whether they are paid staff or volunteer staff-that certain things are ap
propriate for everybody to know and certain things are inappropriate for 
everyone to know. I'm thinking about personnel matters, for example. 
That's why you have a personnel committee. There are other things that, 
for legal or humanitarian reasons, are not everybody's property to discuss. 
This concept that some issues are confidential and only for senior manage
ment to discuss should be stated at the very beginning and should be part 
of the training. We need understanding and mutual respect for the fact 
that each member will treat certain discussions confidentially. 

Milton Rhodes: I was thinking earlier that probably the most important 
committee of any group is the nominating committee. It's one of the 
things I think we ought to discuss for a minute or two. How do you 
choose the right nominating committee? Who does the asking? Is that 
done in a haphazard way? 

Minette Cooper: Well, it shouldn't be haphazard. Every organization I 
know that's in trouble has had a nominating committee or a board devel
opment committee that has included some of the weaker people on the 
board. They tend to reinforce their own weakness in choosing prospec
tive members. A strong nominating committee wants to have its peers on 
the board and will look for the very highest caliber person or the highest 
clout ratio they think they have any chance of getting onto that board. 
That is often the difference between an organization that continues in 
business and one that goes out of business. 

Betty Jane Gerber: The chairman of that nominating committee should 
be part of the long-range planning committee of the organization. If the 
nominating committee does not know where that organization is going to 
go five years down the line, they will not know who they should be look
ing for to get them to that goal. It's very important that the nominating 
committee have a clear idea of exactly where the organization must go 
and choose their people accordingly. 
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Minette Cooper: I think the nominating committee also is in a position 
to have a strong policy on the activities and expectations of board mem
bers. I've seen nominating committees force a board to have a close look 
at current policies and put them into good order. 

Winifred Brown: If a person is going to be asked, it's more than saying 
"Will you do it?" What other things do you want to say to strike at their 
pride? 

Milton Rhodes: "I need your mind." That is the best one of all. "I need 
your brains. I'm really in trouble here." Or, "I need your help on this 
issue because it's legal, or because it's financial, or it's how to deal with 
communications with the public, or whatever. Your mind is exceptional 
in this area, and it's needed in this organization." That gets more people 
than anything else I know of. 

Winifred Brown: But what about the person you don't know that much 
about? The person who comes into a volunteer center may have no idea 
what skills he or she has that would relate to a volunteer assignment. If 
they understand that something you are doing could be valuable to them, 
then there is a connection. You can't recruit people unless you've 
thought about what kind of person you want. 

Minette Cooper: Besides the fact that you want them to help with some 
specific task, you need to have an idea of how long the task is going to 
take and how much time they have to give you. You must have some time 
parameters to offer them. Most people will join a task force that has a 
beginning, a middle, and an end. 

Betty Jane Gerber: I'd like to discuss some other aspects of what I con
sider to be creative management. At this point in time, there are a lot of 
young families who don't have help at home but who would like to be in
volved in the arts. Some museums are experimenting with programs where 
they involve the parent and child as volunteers. You will often see a parent 
and a group of children participating in an educational experience. 

We also haven't spoken about recruiting among the handicapped. 
This is an enormous field of people who really would like to be involved 
in the arts. Creative management must involve them in cultural activities 
because they bring a very exciting perspective. I'm thinking in particular 
about programs developed by the Friends in Arts for the American 
Council of the Blind. Even if you are a sighted person, you begin to look 
at things differently when you understand this perspective. You begin to 
understand the art form on new levels. 
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Minette Cooper: In conjunction with that, I think you absolutely have 
to have handicapped individuals on any committee that plans a program 
for the handicapped. We discovered that we needed to be quite careful of 
the people we chose. A couple of years ago, we created a panel to help 
with grant choices, and we made sure we had handicapped persons on it. 
One man who is retarded was put on the committee. He said to us, "I 
really don't know why I'm here." He had been recommended to us, but 
he really felt like an outsider to that process. 

Betty Jane Gerber: I think he was being asked to function in the wrong 
capacity when he was recruited. You have to ask the right questions 
before recruiting someone. You don't ask somebody who is not experi
enced in something. You want to play to their strengths. If it's a person 
who is mentally retarded or handicapped in some other way, he or she 
has strengths that are important for us to identify. 

Winifred Brown: We've been talking about special groups of people 
with special interests in connection with their roles in the organization. 
Let's talk for a minute about the role of the artist as a volunteer in our 
organizations. What are some of the special considerations that are 
unique to this field? 

Milton Rhodes: One of the things our organization has been involved in 
is working with a group called the National Planning Committee on the 
Originating Arts. Eighteen different organizations are represented, and 
half of the representatives are artists. They are very concerned about how 
institutions in America are taking advantage of the originating artists 
and not involving them in the decisions that often affect them. These 
people are composers, playwrights, writers, painters, craftsmen, and 
other artistic creators. One of the suggestions they've made is that a 
number of them should be included in the decisionmaking of every 
organization in the arts field. 

There are many reasons arts institutions have gotten away from hav
ing artists on boards, although in the early days, when they were emerg
ing groups, there were many more originating artists and individuals who 
were involved. As arts organizations became more complex and bureau
cratic and met once or twice a month, the artists didn't seem to be inter
ested, and they weren't asked to participate again. One of the things 
ACA would be a proponent for would be having more artists involved in 
art decisionmaking that affects them. That is where the energy and ex
citement for the field come from. 

Minette Cooper: Again, I think we're back to choosing the right person 
for the right job. When our commission on the arts and humanities was 
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created, we wanted some creative artists on the commission. It is my job 
to recruit those people. To say we had artists on the board was fine, but 
if they didn't come to the meetings and help with the decisionmaking 
process, they put an intolerable burden on the rest of us. What I dis
covered is that many people who are really creative do not want to attend 
meetings once or twice a month. I had to find the creative person who 
was willing to show up for the commission meetings as well as the sub
committee meetings and really participate. The ones we selected have 
done that, and they are marvelous voices for the creative community. 

I am opposed, however, to having members of an orchestra on the 
symphony board. The board has to deal with contract issues that would 
put the orchestra members in direct conflict of interest and create a prob
lem with confidentiality. I am very much in favor, however, of including 
members of the orchestra on every committee that they care to join. 

Phyllis Mills: At the New York Philharmonic, we don't have members 
of the orchestra on the board, but I agree that they certainly should be in
volved in committees. It's always a concern whether to put them on a 
committee or not. You want them to know what's going on in the organi
zation, but sometimes you have complex situations where you have to 
ask them or the staff to leave. Then they really get paranoid that some
thing horrible is going to happen. The board members do not participate 
on a lot of the orchestra's committees because some problems have to be 
worked out within the orchestra itself. There also are some committees 
that should be composed of musicians and board members. How you 
mold these relationships is a very delicate situation. 

Milton Rhodes: The nominating committee has to do as good a job 
recruiting artists as they do every other member of the board. You look 
for those William Schumans or Robert Wards-whoever is a good repre
sentative of the artists in your community. These people are very difficult 
to find because many artists become tunneled into their own media and 
contacts. The artists often won't have that broad perspective you seek 
from other board members. The artist will say back to you, "You don't 
do that with a lawyer.'' Do you get a lawyer with broad interests or a 
special interest lawyer? Do you get a general communications person or a 
person who specializes in cause-related marketing? We have to balance 
that out. I would say making that choice is the most important decision. I 
think artists would like to be the majority of the board. The director or 
chairman of the board has to weigh all the needs within the organization 
and get good volunteers to do the work. The basic point is that some 
people should represent the artists' point of view. This is needed to give 
the board an artistic vision beyond immediate day-to-day work. 
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Minette Cooper: Many artists don't want to give that much time because 
they feel their time should be spent creating. They don't want to come to 
committee meetings where something gets hashed and rehashed. 

Milton Rhodes: I agree with that. But they would like to be chosen with 
the same care and attention we give to other volunteer positions. Many 
of the artists today want to be part of society unlike in the past when they 
were weirdos, kooks, and so on. Today, I think many artists are living in 
mainstream America in places where they have just started arts pro
grams. They're trying to develop community interest in the arts. 

Betty Jane Gerber: One very good way to utilize artists' interests is on 
advisory boards where they can reflect a variety of creative perspectives. 
They can bring a vision of what they would like to see the organization 
pursue without having the fiduciary and management responsibilities of 
board members. A lot of museums are choosing artistic advisory boards 
with specific areas of expertise in order to get input once or twice a year 
without requiring the members to satisfy quorums and all the other 
things that have to be met in more structured situations. 

Phyllis Mills: Some musicians can be on boards of other organizations. 
A number of Philharmonic members are on other boards. We have a 
member of the Juilliard Quartet on our board, so we have the artists' 
view without the conflict of interest problem. 

Winifred Brown: Is the case of a symphony, in which the board is the 
employer of the orchestra, related to the issue of staff members being on 
a board of directors? 

Minette Cooper: Yes. When you're negotiating the contract, the musi
cians are in direct conflict with the whole situation. 

Winifred Brown: Maybe you are stating a basic principle that the artists' 
point of view ought to be reflected, but formal membership of orchestra 
members on their own board is a conflict of interest. 

Minette Cooper: I would like to make a point about emerging organiza
tions. Some of the public has to be involved in an organization that 
comes to a public granting organization and says, "We think this is really 
valuable. Please support it." Therefore, a new organization that has only 
artists on its board is almost unfundable because it cannot prove that the 
community wants it to exist. 

Winifred Brown: Networking is important for any organization. We 
should get as many supporters as possible. That leads us quite naturally 
to the next question-When is it important to call on the expertise and 
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competence of a professional in the field of volunteer administration? 
What are the competencies we're looking for, and what are the reasons 
for paying a professional? What does a good volunteer administrator do, 
and why do you need one? 

Milton Rhodes: My first criterion would be that he or she needs to be a 
group person. They should enjoy listening to other people and working 
with them. 

Minette Cooper: They should not be the kind of people that hog the 
spotlight. 

Milton Rhodes: ... and do everything themselves. 

Winifred Brown: Those are important human qualities. What kinds of 
skills are required for the person you are hiring as a manager or an ad
ministrator? The Harvard School of Business Administration defines a 
manager as a person who achieves the goals of the organization through 
people. If that is true, how does it reflect on this group, and what par
ticular skills does that volunteer manager have? 

Minette Cooper: I must say that one of the things that has struck me has 
been that some of the best corporate managers are dreadful volunteer 
managers. In their businesses, they are accustomed to assigning tasks, 
evaluating what gets done, and expecting it all to be done. 

Milton Rhodes: Yes, because their staff members are paid to do it. 
When you have a volunteer who has a personal crisis that takes prece
dence over the volunteer task, the job may not get done. The project may 
be left in chaos. This is a problem for which I don't have the solution. 

Phyllis Mills: The professional manager who has been a volunteer will 
understand that type of thing, which gets back to our earlier point about 
everybody volunteering. The volunteers must also understand that their 
commitment can't be taken lightly. There should be safeguards so that 
other volunteers or staff can handle any project that is critical to the 
overall organization. Sometimes, though, commitment of volunteers is 
even stronger than that of staff. They come in when they're sick because 
it's very important to them that their task be done. 

The volunteer coordinator is a real link between staff and the volun
teers, making sure that they all work together and understand each other. 
The coordinator shouldn't have too much of an ego-his or her reward 
should come from the fact that the projects are being run in the best 
possible way. The coordinator has to have a lot of input, but the volun
teers have to get all the credit. That is difficult to achieve all the time. I 
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think it's very important for management to recognize what the coor
dinator is doing. It would be very frustrating for a director of volunteer 
services to see letters from management about how wonderful the volun
teers are without some thanks for the coordinator. 

Winifred Brown: One of the problems in this field is that many organi
zations don't realize there is an identifiable set of skills and functions for 
a volunteer administrator. These essentially are the basic skills of man
agement. Volunteer administrators are deployers of volunteer "people 
power''; they see that the goals of the organization are met through 
people, specifically through the jobs assigned to the volunteers. 
Volunteers may be a shifting and impermanent staff, but they often are 
very dedicated to their assignments. The volunteer administrator should 
help the volunteers set goals that are directly tied to the organization's 
objectives and plan the ways they will be accomplished. The volunteer 
administrator should have easy access to the agency head and be con
sidered on the same level as other department heads. If an administrator 
says, "We don't have much money, so why not let the volunteer director 
become a volunteer?'' I say, ''Fine, if you also are planning to let the 
director of personnel and the heads of the other departments be replaced 
with volunteers." 

What we're talking about is competency. The fact is that in today's 
society, there are few people who have time to give to being a volunteer 
administrator who also have the qualifications. Even if you find some
body who is competent, qualified, and willing to give five days a week, 
the problem is that the organization stops budgeting for the position. 
When the volunteer administrator who is donating time leaves, you can't 
find another qualified person who can afford to give his or her time. It 
may take a year to find someone who can donate five days a week. In 
that time, you may lose your entire volunteer program. 

Betty Jane Gerber: Another characteristic I think we should look for is a 
sense of enthusiasm and commitment to the organization. If you have a 
coordinator who is just doing the job to pay the bills, you're not going to 
attract people to donate time. You've got to have enthusiastic leaders 
whose sense of excitement will infuse the whole group with the spirit of 
commitment. 

Winifred Brown: There's no question about that. I believe that 
organizations earn the commitment of people. You 're not born with 
commitment to any particular cause or organization. It becomes an or
ganization's responsibility to set up a training program and provide you 
with the kind of support system that will build that commitment. A vol-
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unteer administrator should demonstrate the ability to transmit en
thusiasm, which hopefully will translate into committed volunteers. 

Minette Cooper: One quality I think is essential for the volunteer coor
dinator is an energy level high enough so that when a volunteer is not 
able to finish something, that person can get in and do the work. I've 
seen so-called volunteer coordinators who have let projects slide because 
they didn't have the energy to take over when necessary. 

Winifred Brown: It also is the ability to know when to let the volunteer 
fail. There are times when a program should fail because the volunteer 
administrator can't do everything the volunteers ought to be doing and 
don't. Sometimes you do not let the volunteer fail because the program 
itself is so vital that others will be affected. A volunteer often needs to 
know, however, that when he or she did not come and didn't notify any
body, there was a serious negative outcome. If a volunteer thinks that 
every time he or she doesn't show up the volunteer administrator is going 
to do the job, that job won't seem very important. The volunteer director 
must know when to take over and when to let the project flounder. 

Milton Rhodes: One characteristic that I've had to live with for almost 
twenty years is being very adaptable to who is in charge. Sometimes I've 
been in charge; other times they tell me how high to jump, and I'll do 
what I'm told. Volunteer administrators in arts organizations deal with a 
lot of creative types. Even though I would make the case that 99 percent 
of the time we are like all other nonprofit organizations in the world, we 
probably have more creative types than any other segment of society's 
nonprofit world. 

Winifred Brown: To work with creative people, the volunteer ad
ministrator must know how to work with a variety of people and be flexi
ble enough to do that. Also, the volunteer administrator needs to be 
knowledgeable about trends and how those trends are going to affect the 
organization and be able to communicate that. 

If I were to pick one major activity of volunteer coordinators, it is 
the creativity and imagination to develop sound volunteer opportunities. 
Sometimes you ask a department director what is needed in the way of a 
volunteer, and it's almost a triggered response-a typist. There may be 
100 things in that department that could be done by volunteers to expand 
the scope of the department and help in the realization of organizational 
objectives. 

Creative managerial skill is something a volunteer administrator must 
have plus all the skills of a personnel director. It is a very professional posi
tion in a sometimes difficult but usually highly rewarding environment. 
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